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The front cover shows LLE lab engineer Sam Roberts (left) and MIT scientist Fredrick Séguin (right) inspecting parts of a proton 
emission imaging camera developed in a MIT–LLE research collaboration. Up to three of these cameras are used simultaneously 
to study the 3-D spatial distribution of nuclear burn in ICF experiments on the OMEGA laser, as indicated schematically in the 

diagram on this page. Measurements of the distribution of 
burn are important because they indicate where fusion reac-
tions actually occur as a consequence of all the complicated 
processes that affect capsule implosion dynamics. An article 
in the last issue of the LLE Review (Proton Core Imaging of 
the Nuclear Burn in Inertial Confinement Fusion Implo-
sions, vol. 104, p. 197) described the structure of the cameras 
themselves, while the lead article in this issue presents the first 
systematic measurements of the dependence of burn region size 
on capsule parameters and laser drive parameters for spheri-
cally symmetric implosions. Future publications will discuss 
measurements of the effects of drive asymmetry and capsule 
shell asymmetry on burn asymmetry. The three sample images 
in the illustration show the surface brightness of a D3He burn 
region as seen simultaneously from three orthogonal directions. 
Prolate (“sausage-shaped”) burn asymmetry resulted from 
(intentional) laser drive asymmetry.
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In Brief

This volume of the LLE Review, covering October–December 2005, features “Measured Dependence 
of Nuclear Burn Region Size on Implosion Parameters in Inertial Confinement Fusion Experiments” by 
F. H. Séguin, J. L. DeCiantis, J. A. Frenje, J. R. Rygg, C. D. Chen, and R. D. Petrasso (Plasma Science 
and Fusion Center at MIT), J. A. Delettrez, S. P. Regan, V. A. Smalyuk, V. Yu. Glebov, J. P. Knauer, F. J. 
Marshall, D. D. Meyerhofer, S. Roberts, T. C. Sangster, and C. Stoeckl (LLE), and K. Mikaelian, H. S. 
Park, H. F. Robey, and R. E. Tipton (LLNL). In this article (p. 1), the authors report on radial profiles 
of nuclear burn in directly driven, inertial confinement fusion implosions that have been systematically 
studied for the first time using a proton emission imaging system at the OMEGA Laser Facility. The system 
is sensitive to energetic 14.7-MeV protons from the fusion of deuterium and 3-helium. Clear relationships 
have been identified between variations in the size of the burn region and variations in such experimental 
parameters as capsule size, shell composition and thickness, gas-fill pressure, and laser energy. Differ-
ent laser and capsule parameters resulted in burn radii varying from 20 to 80 nm. Since measured burn 
region sizes indicate where fusion actually occurs as a consequence of all the complicated processes that 
affect capsule implosion dynamics, they provide exacting tests of simulations. 

Additional highlights of recent research presented in this issue include the following:

• V. A. Smalyuk, R. Betti, V. N. Goncharov, J. A. Delettrez, D. D. Meyerhofer, S. P. Regan, and T. C. 
Sangster (LLE) with O. Sadot and D. Shvarts (Nuclear Research Center at Negev) present results on 
Rayleigh–Taylor growth measurements of 3-D modulations in a nonlinear regime (p. 17). The measured 
modulation Fourier spectra and nonlinear growth velocities are in excellent agreement with those predicted 
by Haan’s model. In real-space analysis, the bubble merger was quantified by a self-similar evolution of 
bubble size distributions, in agreement with the Alon–Oron–Shvarts theoretical predictions.

• M. D. Wittman and D. R. Harding report the results of studies of isotopic fractionation during the 
solidification of H2–HD–D2 mixtures (p. 26). Understanding this process is important since isotopic 
fractionation during the cryogenic-target layering process reduces the efficiency of the fusion reaction 
in future cryogenic D-T targets. It is found that H-D mixtures have to be frozen gradually over an 
~1-K temperature range to achieve complete solidification. This is indicative of a completely soluble 
isomorphic system and that fractionation is incomplete. The maximum measured spatial concentration 
gradients are of the order of 0.02 to 0.05 molecular fraction per millimeter, which also points to little 
separation of isotopes. 

• P. W. McKenty, M. D. Wittman, and D. R. Harding discuss implications of hydrogen fractionation 
in ICF ignition target designs (p. 35). Numerical investigation of the effects that fractionation has on 
hot-spot formation, ignition, and burn in ICF target designs indicates that small levels of fractionation 
(~10%) are acceptable for ignition performance on the NIF.

• J. A. Marozas, F. J. Marshall, R. S. Craxton, I. V. Igumenshchev, S. Skupsky, M. J. Bonino, T. J. B. 
Collins, R. Epstein, V. Yu. Glebov, D. Jacobs-Perkins, J. P. Knauer, R. L. McCrory, P. W. McKenty, 
D. D. Meyerhofer, S. G. Noyes, P. B. Radha, T. C. Sangster, W. Seka, and V. A. Smalyuk present 
results of polar-direct-drive (PDD) simulations and experiments on the OMEGA Laser System (p. 41). 



iv

Forty OMEGA beams arranged in six rings to emulate the NIF x-ray-drive configuration are used to 
perform direct-drive implosions of CH shells filled with D2 gas. The results of the two-dimensional PDD 
simulations performed with DRACO code are in good agreement with experimental x-ray radiographs. 
DRACO simulations of NIF-scale PDD designs show ignition with a gain of 20 and the development 
of a 40-nm-radius, 10-keV region with a neutron-averaged tr of 1270 mg/cm2 near stagnation.

• S. N. Shafrir, J. C. Lambropoulos, and S. D. Jacobs report on surface features of tungsten carbide 
composites processed by bound abrasive deterministic microgrinding and magnetorheological finishing 
(MRF) (p. 51). White-light interferometry, scanning electron microscopy, and atomic force microscopy 
were used to characterize the surfaces after various grinding steps, surface etching, and MRF spot 
taking. It was found that the peak-to-valley microroughness of the surface after microgrinding with 
rough- or medium-abrasive tools gives a measure of the deformed layer depth. MRF spots revealed 
the true depth of the grinding-induced deformed surface layer. 

Semyon Papernov
Editor
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Introduction
Images of the nuclear burn regions in inertial confinement 
fusion (ICF) capsules are important for fully assessing the 
combined results of all the complicated processes that affect 
capsule implosion dynamics; these processes, including drive, 
preheat, instabilities, and mix, must be understood and con-
trolled to achieve ignition and energy generation.�–3 In the 
direct-drive approach to ICF, a spherical capsule containing 
fuel is compressed and heated by direct illumination of laser 
beams focused on the capsule surface in a nominally uniform 
fashion.2 Hydrodynamic instabilities affect the performance 
of these implosions,2–�0 ultimately determining the size, sym-
metry, and yield of the nuclear burn region. This article, the 
third in a series about proton emission imaging,��–�3 presents 
the first comprehensive studies of D3He burn region sizes in 
nominally symmetric direct-drive implosions with diverse 
capsule and drive conditions. Radial burn profiles and total 
yields are obtained from measurements of energetic �4.7-MeV 
protons from the fusion of deuterium (D) and 3-helium (3He) 
using methods described in Refs. �� and �2 and in the appen-
dix (see p. �0) of this article. Complementary data from x-ray 
images,�4–�7 proton spectrometers,�8–23 and clean �-D simu-
lations24,25 are used in interpreting the burn region sizes and 
their implications. Asymmetric burn distributions and their 
relationships to capsule and drive parameters are described in 
Refs. �� and �3, and tests of the fidelity of the reconstructed 
images are discussed in Refs. �� and �2. Burn images have pre-
viously been made of deuterium–tritium-filled capsules using 
�4.�-MeV neutrons,8,26–29 3-MeV protons,30–32 or 3.5-MeV 
alpha particles,32 but for a more limited range of implosion 
types (see also other papers cited in Ref. ��).

Experimental Conditions (p. �) describes the drive and 
capsule parameters studied along with general information 
about the proton emission imaging cameras and the other 
diagnostics used. Data Analysis (p. 2) provides an overview 
of the analysis of proton imaging data with examples from 
two implosions that have dramatically different burn regions. 
Similarities and differences between nuclear burn images and 
x-ray images are discussed and important connections between 
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burn profiles, areal density (tR), and clean �-D simulations 
are made. The Dependence of Rburn on Laser and Capsule 
Parameters (p. 5) summarizes the results obtained when 
capsule and drive conditions were systematically varied. The 
dependence of the burn radius on shell thickness, gas pressure, 
laser energy, and shell type is investigated for a large set of 
implosions and evidence of the presence of mix is discussed. 
Summary and Discussion (p. 9) details the results and future 
work, and the appendix (p. �0) provides detailed information 
about methods of calculating radial burn profiles from penum-
bral images (including neutron images). 

Experimental Conditions
To explore the range of burn region sizes associated with 

different kinds of symmetrically driven implosions, and to 
reveal effects of complicated physics such as preheat, mix, drive 
efficiency, and core distortions, a wide variety of implosions 
were examined on the OMEGA Laser System.33 OMEGA is 
a 60-beam, frequency-tripled, UV (0.35-nm) laser capable 
of delivering up to 30 kJ of laser energy in a variety of pulse 
shapes. The individual laser beams were smoothed with dis-
tributed phase plates (DPP’s),34 2-D smoothing by spectral 
dispersion with a bandwidth of �.0 THz,35,36 and polarization 
smoothing using birefringent wedges.37 Two types of DPP’s 
(SG3 and SG4) were used in the experiments described here, 
producing different beam-intensity profiles.38 Only �-ns square 
laser pulses were used to directly illuminate the capsule. The 
beam-to-beam energy imbalance was typically less than 
4% rms.

The capsules used either �.8- to 2.3-nm-thick glass (SiO2) 
shells filled with �8-atm D3He gas or �7- to 24-nm-thick 
plastic (CH) shells filled with 3.6- or �8-atm D3He gas. The 
glass-shell implosions used SG3 DPP’s while the thick plastic-
shell implosions used SG4 DPP’s, except where noted. Initial 
capsule radii were nominally 470 nm for the SG3 DPP’s and 
430 nm for SG4 DPP’s.

Proton core imaging system (PCIS) cameras��–�3 imaged 
the time-integrated D3He proton emission distribution from 
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shell structure on implosion symmetry.�3 A disadvantage of 
2-D image reconstruction is that it always requires significant 
smoothing for control of statistical noise, as described in detail 
in Ref. ��. For the types of implosions studied at OMEGA, 
D3He burn region sizes and yields typically require smooth-
ing that limits the 2-D spatial resolution to the range of �5 to 
30 nm. If it is desired to make an accurate measurement of 
characteristic burn region size for nearly symmetric implosions, 
it is advantageous to use the �-D approach; it avoids smooth-
ing errors and typically results in statistical measurement 
uncertainties of a few microns. Since the object of this article 
is to study burn region size, we will use �-D analysis here and 
discuss 2-D results elsewhere.�3

The �-D reconstruction approach utilizes the relationship 
between S(r) and the radial derivative dN/dR of the penumbral 
image values N (proton tracks per unit area on the detector); 
dN/dR is equivalent to a set of line integrals through the surface 
brightness of the D3He burn region, as discussed in detail in 
Ref. �� and in the appendix (p. �0). Of the two �-D methods 
described in the appendix, we will use the method of fitting 
dN/dR with a family of functions that correspond either analyti-
cally or numerically to a family of local burn profile shapes.�� 
The radial profile S(r) of the proton source in reactions per 
unit volume is represented by a member of the family of super-
Gaussians and sub-Gaussians

 
p

r ,S S e r r
0

0=
- 2

] `g j  (�)

where p is a “peakedness” shape parameter and r0 is a mea-
sure of burn radius. The median radius Rburn containing half 
of the total local emission is actually used rather than r0 to 
characterize the burn region size because it can be determined 
much more accurately and is nearly independent of the emis-
sion profile shape (see the appendix on p. �0). The burn profile 
parameters and geometric parameters are then varied to gener-
ate the best fit between the measured and predicted dN/dR.

Figure �05.� shows sample data from two very different 
implosions involving capsules whose shells are 2-nm-thick 
glass [Fig. �05.�(a)] and 20-nm-thick plastic [Fig. �05.�(e)]. 
The plotted data show dN/dR from the azimuthally averaged 
penumbral images with error bars representing statistical 
uncertainties. For each data set, a best fit (solid line) was found 
and used to determine the absolute radial profile of the burn 
[Figs. �05.�(c) and �05.�(g)] and its characteristic radius Rburn 
as well as the absolute radial profile of surface brightness 
B(r) [Figs. �05.�(d) and �05.�(h)]. The values of Rburn were 
29±2.5 nm for the plastic-shell implosion and 54±2 nm for 

up to three nearly orthogonal directions simultaneously. These 
are penumbral imaging cameras, each consisting of a round 
imaging aperture that is significantly larger than the size of 
the D3He burn region and a detector pack comprised of several 
ranging filters and CR-39 charged-particle detectors.�2,�9 The 
distances from the implosion to the imaging aperture and from 
the imaging aperture to the detector pack (L� and L2, respec-
tively) determine the geometric magnification .M L L2 �/

Aperture diameters of 600 nm and 2000 nm were used; L� 
was typically 3 cm and M varied from 8 to 20. The energetic 
protons that pass through the aperture are detected with �00% 
efficiency in the CR-39 as long as the detector has filtering that 
slows incoming protons down to the CR-39 sensitivity range 
of about 0.5 to 8 MeV.

X-ray framing cameras were used to obtain 4- to 5-keV 
x-ray emission images�4–�6 at 58-ps time intervals using �2# 
magnification and 40-ps integration times. At the time of 
peak proton production, the x-ray images represent primarily 
continuum emission from the heated inner portion of the shell 
material and can be used to estimate the radius of the fuel–shell 
interface, as described in Ref. �4. 

Up to five proton spectrometers�9 were used simultaneously 
to obtain time-integrated measurements of the D3He proton 
spectrum. These spectra are used to determine the total areal 
density GtRH�9,23,39 using the downshift from the �4.7-MeV 
birth energy.�8–22,39 In these experiments the measured total 
tR comprises both the shell tR and the fuel tR, but is usually 
dominated by the shell.�9,23,39 For given capsule shell and laser 
conditions, tR provides a measure of shell convergence since, 
all else being equal, tR scales as the inverse of the square of 
the shell radius at the time of burn. The PCIS and spectrom-
eters typically give the same D3He yield to within the observed 
proton-yield asymmetry of �5% to 20% rms.�9

Data Analysis
�. Finding the Nuclear Burn Radius Rburn

The proton emission imaging cameras produce time-inte-
grated penumbral images that are processed to produce either 
a 2-D image of the burn region surface brightness in D3He 
reactions per unit area, B(r,z), or a �-D radial profile of the 
local number of D3He reactions per unit volume, S(r), which 
corresponds to an average over angles. The 2-D analysis tech-
nique is extremely useful for studying low-mode deviations 
from spherical symmetry, and simultaneous views of the burn 
region from three orthogonal directions can provide measure-
ments of a 3-D structure; this approach has been used to study 
the important effects of asymmetric laser drive and asymmetric 
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Figure �05.�
Data illustrating the burn region analysis of two very different implosions on OMEGA. The left-hand column corresponds to shot 27456 (2-nm-thick, glass-shell 
capsule), while the right-hand column corresponds to shot 35�76 (20-nm-thick, plastic-shell capsule); each capsule was filled with �8-atm D3He and irradiated 
with a 23-kJ, �-ns laser pulse. The vertical lines in (a) and (e) represent statistical error bars for measured values of dN/dR; the locations of all individual proton 
tracks on the penumbral image detector are measured to a fraction of a micron, but N(R) needs to be binned with a finite interval in R to achieve acceptable 
statistics. Note that the significance of the square root appearing as a coefficient dN/dR in the vertical axis labels is discussed in the appendix (p. �0) in con-
nection with Eq. (�4); this slowly varying coefficient is very close to �.0 for the data shown here. The thick lines in (a) and (e) are best fits to the data using the 
approach described in Data Analysis (p. 2) and in the appendix (p. �0). Contour plots showing the total |2 as a function of Rburn and peakedness p are shown 
in (b) and (f); the contour levels correspond to , , .� 2minimum minimum+ + f| |2 2  In (c) and (g) the inferred radial distributions S(r) of D3He reactions in the burn 
regions are shown; each thick line corresponds to a best fit while the thin dashed lines show alternate fits resulting in the total |2 being larger than the minimum 
value by � (indicating an approximate error envelope for the best-fit profile). The corresponding surface brightness distributions B(r) are shown in (d) and (h). 
The parameters describing the profiles S(r) are Rburn = 54±2 nm and p = �.35±0.25 (shot 27456) and Rburn = 29±2.5 nm and p = �.7±0.6 (shot 35�76).
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the glass-shell implosion (where the errors quoted here and 
throughout reflect statistical uncertainties). As discussed in the 
appendix (p. �0), the shapes of the radial profiles have their larg-
est uncertainties at r = 0 and the values of Rburn are determined 
much more accurately than the shape parameter.

While multiple imaging cameras are generally used to 
study implosion asymmetry, a single camera provides enough 
information to calculate a �-D emission profile of a nominally 
symmetric capsule implosion. When data from more than one 
camera were available for an individual implosion studied in 
this article, the images were analyzed separately and the values 
of Rburn were averaged.

2. Comparing Nuclear Burn Data with X-Ray Data
Since x-ray imaging has been a standard diagnostic tech-

nique for decades, it is important to compare x-ray and fusion-
burn profiles even though they have very different sensitivities 
to plasma processes and parameters. They provide valuable and 
complementary spatial information. The fusion burn profile 
S(r) represents the time-integrated spatial distribution of the 
nuclear reaction rate

 D He3RR N N v3He
= v ,D  (2)

where ND and 3H
He

 are the D and 3He ion number densities 
and GvvH is the reaction rate for the D3He reaction. In contrast, 
x-ray images primarily record emissions from heated CH near 
the fuel–shell interface.�4 In addition, the burn data are time 
integrated while the x-ray images are gated with a 40-ps win-
dow�6 (and show slightly decreasing size during the ~�50-ps 
burn interval). Figure �05.2 provides a comparison between 
burn data and an x-ray image taken approximately at peak 
burn time for shot 35�76 (analyzed in Fig. �05.�). Although 
the image of x-ray surface brightness itself [Fig. �05.2(b)] 
isn’t quite symmetric, its azimuthally averaged radial profile 
allows us to estimate that the fuel–shell interface was located 
approximately at the radius Rxray = 32±5 nm where the 
brightness peaks before decreasing with increasing radius.�4 
The value of Rburn was 29±2.5 nm; considering the different 
nature of the two kinds of data and the ambiguities as to exactly 
how they should be compared, the two measurements appear 
approximately consistent with each other. We will see in The 
Dependence of Rburn on Laser and Capsule Parameters 
(p. 5) that the x-ray and nuclear burn profile data respond in a 
similar fashion to changes in the experimental conditions for 
a variety of implosions.

3. Comparing Nuclear Burn Data and X-Ray Data
 with �-D Simulations

The burn data and x-ray data can also be compared to 
clean �-D simulations,24,25 keeping in mind the fact that these 
simulations don’t properly model such important physical 
processes as fuel–shell mix, preheat, or any type of implo-
sion asymmetry and that they nearly always overestimate the 
nuclear burn yield.4 In Fig. �05.2 the measured local burn 
profile and the measured x-ray surface brightness profile for 
the plastic-shell implosion 35�76 are compared to simula-
tions. The predicted value of Rxray is slightly smaller than the 
measured value (by about �5%). The predicted profile of the 
D3He burn is quite similar in shape to the measured profile 
in the core [although the measured shape uncertainty is large 
there, as shown in Fig. �05.�(g)], but the measured emission 
values are considerably higher than predicted at larger radii 
where they contribute heavily to the yield-weighted Rburn: 
the predicted Rburn is about 25% smaller than the measured 
value. On the other hand, there are other indications that the 
�-D predictions aren’t exactly right: the predicted yield is about 
�50% higher than the measured value, while the predicted shell 

Figure �05.2
Comparison of the measured local D3He emission profile, the measured x-ray 
surface brightness profile, and �-D simulations for shot 35�76. A 4- to 5-keV 
x-ray image taken at the peak nuclear burn time (a 40-ps exposure) is shown 
in (b), and its radial profile is shown in (a) along with a �-D simulation (solid 
lines). The D3He burn profile [from Fig. �05.�(g)] is also shown in (a) along 
with a �-D simulation (broken lines). In all cases, the measured profiles are 
thick lines and the �-D profiles are thin lines. The D3He profiles are arbitrarily 
normalized to have the same value at r = 0.
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areal density is 26% larger than the measured value (indicating 
that the shell did not converge radially as much as predicted). 
It will be seen in The Dependence of Rburn on Laser and 
Capsule Parameters (p. 5) that measured values of Rburn 
are uniformly larger than simulated values for the CH-shell 
implosions studied here but that the measured and predicted 
values agree fairly well for a wide range of glass-shell implo-
sions (which have different implosion dynamics40). Possible 
explanations of this measurement/simulation discrepancy in 
terms of either systematic measurement errors (of which we 
have no evidence4�) or effects not included in �-D simulations 
(mix, preheat, and hydrodynamic instabilities) are considered 
in Summary and Discussion (p. 9).

The Dependence of Rburn on Laser
and Capsule Parameters

Correlations between Rburn and the capsule and drive condi-
tions allow an elucidation of some basic implosion dynamics. 
Systematic studies that examine the dependence of Rburn on 
laser drive energy, capsule shell material and thicknesses, 
capsule fill pressure, and DPP type are presented here. These 
external parameters are often strongly correlated with one or 
more fundamental quantities or processes such as ion tempera-

ture, capsule convergence, fuel density, and fuel–shell mix. For 
that reason, attempts were made to change only one external 
parameter at a time in experiments whenever possible. 

�. Laser Energy
Figure �05.3(a) shows the effect of increasing laser energy 

for �-ns square pulses when irradiating thin glass-shell cap-
sules. As the energy was increased from 6 kJ to 23 kJ, Rburn 
increased from about 35 nm to 80 nm. For capsules with �9- to 
20-nm CH shells and �8-atm D3He fills, Rburn was about 
30 nm; data are not yet available for illustrating variations with 
laser energy. The change in yield-weighted ion temperature 
GTionH 42 probably dominates the change in Rburn for the glass-
shell capsules, as illustrated in Fig. �05.3(b) where the data of 
Fig. �05.3(a) are replotted as a function of G TionH. Increases in 
G TionH should result in a larger Rburn since the D3He reactivity 
is extremely sensitive to the ion temperature. Figure �05.3(c) 
replots the data of Fig. �05.3(a) with the corresponding Rburn 
values from �-D simulations. For the glass shells, �-D simula-
tions agree fairly well with Rburn measurements and show the 
same variation with laser energy; for the plastic shells, the �-D 
values are uniformly lower than the measured Rburn values.
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Figure �05.3
(a) Data showing the relationship of burn region size to laser energy for implosions of capsules with an �8-atm D3He fill and either 20-nm plastic or 2-nm glass 
shells. For the thin-glass-shell, exploding-pusher implosions (open diamonds), increasing the laser energy results in a dramatically larger D3He burn region 
radius. For the thick-CH-shell, compressive implosions, Rburn . 30 nm for 23-kJ laser energy (solid diamonds), but data are not currently available for lower 
laser energies. The ion temperature was strongly correlated with Rburn, as shown in (b) where Rburn has been plotted versus the burn-averaged ion temperature 
GTionH obtained with neutron time-of-flight systems. (c) Comparison of Rburn measurements with values from �-D simulations (circles).
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2. Capsule Fill Pressure
The effects of fill pressure changes on Rburn for CH-shell 

implosions were studied systematically. Figure �05.4(a) shows 
Rburn plotted as a function of measured GtRH for fill pressures 
of 3.6 atm and �8 atm. Rburn is consistently larger for the 
higher fill pressure. Figure �05.4(b) shows the averages of the 
measured values43 for all implosions of each fill pressure in 
Fig. �05.4(a); the plotted values are

 . .R �8 30 6 0 3atm mburn = ! n] g  (3)

and

 . . . ,R 3 6 24 8 0 8atm mburn = ! n] g  (4)

where the quoted errors reflect only the statistical uncertain-
ties and do not include any other possible systematic errors. 
Figure �05.4(b) also shows corresponding values of Rxray for 
which we have data. The same trend is seen in both Rburn and 
Rxray. Figure �05.4(c) compares values of Rburn and GtRH from 
�-D simulations (solid circles for �8 atm and open circles for 
3.6 atm) to the data. While the measured Rburn values are all 
larger than predicted (as for all other plastic-shell implosions 
studied here), there are other important differences between 
simulations and measurements. The �-D simulations predict 

that a reduction in fill pressure from �8 atm to 3.6 atm should 
result in a large increase in tR (by ~93%) due to increased 
radial convergence of the shell material accompanied by a 
substantial decrease in Rburn (by ~40%) largely due to a cor-
responding decrease in the core size. In contrast, the data indi-
cate a much smaller increase in tR (by ~�3%), implying little 
change in radial convergence of the bulk of the shell material 
and a moderate decrease in Rburn (by ~20%).

These results agree quite well with data and interpretations 
published by C. K. Li et al.4 for implosions of plastic-shell 
capsules with DT fills of various pressures. For laser conditions 
and shell thicknesses similar to those examined here, it was 
concluded that the experimental radial convergence increased 
only slightly when the pressure was reduced from ~�8 to 3 atm, 
in distinct contrast to �-D calculations, exactly as seen here; 
it was suggested that the failure to achieve higher radial shell 
convergence with a low fill pressure was probably due to the 
fuel–shell mix, which converts some of the kinetic energy of 
radial shell movement to lateral motion. This is also consistent 
with the present data, which show a significant reduction in 
measured Rburn when the pressure was decreased in spite of 
little change in the compressed shell radius; if the radius of most 
of the shell is held fixed, cooling and dilution of the outer fuel 
region due to the mixing in of a small amount of cooler shell 

Figure �05.4
(a) A significant difference in the D3He burn size is shown for �8-atm (solid diamonds) and 3.6-atm (open diamonds) fill pressures in implosions of D3He-filled 
capsules with �9- to 20-nm plastic shells. Rburn is plotted as a function of the areal density GtRH measured from proton energy downshifts. (b) The averages 
of data in (a) are displayed with fuel–shell interface estimates (Rxray) for �8-atm (black #’s) and 3.6-atm (gray #’s) implosions, demonstrating agreement in the 
trends of both Rburn and Rxray. (c) When the average data are displayed with the �-D calculated Rburn (circles), the same trend is present but the simulations 
predict lower Rburn values overall and a much larger increase in tR with decreased fill pressure. 
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Figure �05.5
(a) Consistently smaller burn radii are produced with SG4 phase plates and targets (solid diamonds) than with SG3 DPP’s (open diamonds). Rburn is plotted as 
a function of the measured areal density tR for implosions of capsules with �9- to 20-nm-thick plastic shells and �8-atm D3He fill. (b) The averages of burn 
radii data in (a) are displayed with fuel–shell interface estimates (Rxray) from SG3 (gray #) and SG4 (black #) implosions,44 demonstrating agreement in the 
trends of Rburn and Rxray. (c) When the average Rburn data are displayed with the �-D values (circles) the same trend is present but the simulations predict lower 
Rburn values and a smaller change in Rburn with the change in phase plates. The reduction in Rburn with the change from SG3 to SG4 DPP’s seems largely 
dominated by the reduction in initial capsule radius from ~470 to 430 nm.

material would reduce the number of D3He reactions there 
and reduce Rburn. The �-D simulations predict a much larger 
decrease in Rburn at a lower fill pressure without invoking mix, 
but this is because they predict a much larger increase in radial 
convergence than is measured.

Finally, it seems plausible that the increased scatter of Rburn 
at lower pressures may reflect decreased stability for those 
implosions. As shown in Fig. �05.4(a), the standard deviation 
in the 3.6-atm data is larger than that for the �8-atm data (by 
the ratio of 3.6 nm to �.4 nm). 

3. Distributed Phase Plates
An important goal of the OMEGA program is to improve 

the single and overlapping beam uniformity of the laser. As 
a step in that direction, the older SG3 DPP’s were recently 
replaced with SG4 DPP’s that result in a flatter on-target beam 
intensity [ ,e r 353 m

?
- n .4 �_ i  where r is radius from beam center, 

rather than e r 308 m- n .2 2_ i  with the SG3 DPP].38 To adjust for 
a reduction in the new spot size, the capsule radii were also 
reduced from ~470 to 430 nm. Figure �05.5 shows the effect of 
these changes on Rburn for several shots, plotted as a function 
of tR. Rburn is larger for the SG3 data than for the SG4 data. 

The average measurement values43 of all implosions shown 
in Fig. �05.5(a) are

 . .R 3 37 � 0 8SG mburn = ! n] g  (5)

and

 . .R 4 30 5 0 3SG mburn = ! n] g  (6)

and are plotted in Fig. �05.5(b). The fact that convergence, 
determined from tR,4 is about the same for the SG3 and SG4 
implosions, suggests that the reduction in Rburn for the SG4 
DPP is largely a consequence of the smaller initial capsule 
radius (this is consistent with other measurements,44 indicat-
ing that changing from SG3 DPP’s to SG4 DPP’s brought no 
significant improvement in overall implosion performance for 
capsules with 20-nm CH shells and �8-atm fills). The values 
of Rxray show the same kind of variation with DPP type as the 
values of Rburn, as shown in Fig. �05.5(b).45 The �-D Rburn 
simulations [Fig. �05.5(c), open circles for SG3 and solid circles 
for SG4] don’t show as large a change with DPP type as the 
measured Rburn or Rxray. An interesting question to address 
would be whether the SG4 DPP reduces the scatter in 3.6-atm 
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capsule performance that was discussed in connection with 
Fig. �05.4, but comparative data are currently unavailable.

4. Capsule Shell Thickness
The shell thickness is known to have an effect upon mix and 

convergence.4–9,�0 Figure �05.6(a) shows the effect on Rburn 
(diamonds). The trend of these data is more fully revealed by 
averaging the data over capsules with similar shell thicknesses 
[Fig. �05.6(b)]. As illustrated, Rburn increases slowly as the shell 
thickness increases from �7 to 24 nm with the values

 . . ,R �7 29 � 0 4m mburn = !n n^ h  (7)

 . . ,R 20 30 5 0 5m m andburn = !n n^ h  (8)

 . . .R 24 32 8 � �m mburn = !n n^ h  (9)

The convergence for the thicker-shell capsules was slightly 
smaller, as reflected in the fact that the tR’s of those capsules 
are about the same [Fig. �05.6(c)];4 the larger burn radii for 
the thicker 24-nm capsules reflect the smaller convergence. 
Rxray, also plotted in Fig. �05.6(b), shows a similar trend. 
Rburn for �-D simulations shows the same trend [triangles, 
Fig. �05.6(d)], but the absolute value, as remarked earlier, is 
significantly smaller.

Figure �05.6
(a) The dependence of Rburn on plastic shell thickness provides information about mix and convergence.2–�0 (b) The trend is more obvious when the Rburn data 
for similar capsule thicknesses are averaged (diamonds). The fuel–shell interface estimates [Rxray (#’s)] for these implosions and others demonstrate virtually 
the same trend. (c) The areal densities tR measured for the same implosions were only weakly dependent on shell thickness. (d) Predicted values of Rburn from 
�-D simulations (circles) show the same trend as the measurements but lower values. 
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Summary and Discussion
In summary, we have described methods for measuring 

nuclear burn region sizes and presented the first measurements 
for a wide range of direct-drive implosion conditions, identify-
ing systematic changes in burn region size due to changes in 
laser conditions and fuel capsule parameters. These measure-
ments complement our related studies demonstrating systematic 
relationships between drive asymmetry, shell asymmetry, and 
burn asymmetry.��,�3 Collectively, this work demonstrates the 
practicality and usefulness of emission imaging of nuclear 
burn, which directly reveals the spatial distributions of the 
fusion reactions that are the end result of all physical processes 
affecting capsule implosions. 

Starting with laser drive conditions, it was shown that the 
burn radius in capsules with thin (~2-nm) glass shells and 
�8-atm fills varies strongly with total laser energy, going 
from ~35 nm at 6 kJ to 80 nm at 23 kJ (all with �-ns square 
pulses). Most measurements to date for capsules with plastic 
shells have been at 23 kJ, so no conclusions were drawn here 
about energy variations (but future experiments may investi-
gate this). Measurements also indicated that changing from 
the SG3 DPP’s to the SG4 DPP’s for 20-nm CH shells and 
�8-atm fills didn’t significantly change shell convergence but 
did result in a somewhat smaller Rburn that may simply reflect 
the smaller initial shell radius; this is consistent with other 
measurements,44 indicating that changing from SG3 DPP’s 
to SG4 DPP’s brought no significant improvement in overall 
implosion performance for such capsules. Data for comparing 
Rburn for SG3 DPP’s and SG4 DPP’s with 3.6-atm fill pressures 
are currently unavailable.

Looking next at capsule structure, it was seen that increas-
ing the CH shell thickness from �7 to 24 nm for �8-atm fills 
resulted in the burn radius increasing from 30 nm to 33 nm, 
a modest change largely attributed to the slightly smaller con-
vergence of the more massive, thicker shell capsules. Measure-
ments have not yet been made for glass capsules with different 
shell thicknesses, but capsules with 2-nm glass shells have burn 
radii 2.5 times larger than capsules with 20-nm CH shells with 
equal laser energy (23 kJ) and fill pressures (�8 atm). It was 
also demonstrated that reducing the D3He fill pressure from 
�8 to 3.6 atm in 20-nm CH shells resulted in little change in 
shell convergence but a significant change in burn radius (from 
3� nm to 25 nm), a reduction largely attributed to increased 
fuel–shell mix for the more unstable 3.6-atm implosions. 
These data and interpretations are consistent with previous 
measurements of fuel tR versus gas pressure in implosions of 
DT-filled capsules,4 and we anticipate that more experiments 

and comparisons with simulations will be devoted to studying 
and quantifying the effects of mix.

The burn data were compared with x-ray images, which have 
a long history with ICF and therefore provide a very important 
point of comparison. As discussed in the text, x-ray images 
and burn images reflect different aspects of the compressed 
capsules and there is considerable ambiguity about how they 
should be compared and interpreted; the x-rays are most sensi-
tive to CH from the inner part of the shell that is in contact with, 
or mixed into, the hot fuel. What was found is that the char-
acteristic radius Rxray, calculated as described in Ref. �4 and 
thought to be an indication of the inner boundary of hot CH, 
is usually comparable to the characteristic burn radius Rburn, 
which represents the median burn radius. There is, therefore, 
usually a radial overlap between the apparent burn region and 
the apparent inner CH location. This overlap may represent a 
region of atomic mix or a region where fingers of shell mate-
rial extend into the fuel region, although interpretation of the 
x-ray images in the presence of mix is beyond the scope of this 
article. A crucial fact about all of the data displayed here is 
that wherever Rxray and Rburn measurements are available for 
comparison [Figs. �05.4(b), �05.5(b), and �05.6(b)], they are 
comparable to each other and changes in one are tracked almost 
precisely by changes in the other. This is a strong independent 
confirmation that changes in burn region size measurements 
reflect true changes in the compressed capsule structure.

The burn data and x-ray data were both compared with 
predictions of �-D simulations. It was found that while the �-D 
burn radii were similar to the measured radii for capsules with 
thin glass shells [Fig. �05.3(c)], the predicted burn radii for 
capsules with 20-nm CH shells are smaller than the measured 
values by about 30% for an �8-atm fill and 50% for a 3.6-atm 
fill (and the measured Rxray was also larger than predicted for 
the �8-atm fill). These discrepancies are qualitatively consis-
tent with the discrepancies between predicted and measured 
values of areal density, which show that shell convergence is 
lower than predicted for all CH-shell capsules studied. The 
dependence on fill pressure suggests that mix or instabilities 
could be a contributing factor. For a given amount of radial 
shell convergence, mix would be expected to make the burn 
region smaller by cooling the outer fuel regions, but we saw 
in Capsule Fill Pressure (p. 6) that the convergence is very 
much smaller than predicted for lower fill pressures, prob-
ably because of mix. In addition, mix is known to truncate 
the burn in time, leading to a higher-than-predicted average 
radius during the burn interval. Another possible explanation 
for the simulation/measurement difference is preheat, which 
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results in reduced compression due to increased pressure. For 
the glass-shell implosions, on the other hand, the roles of mix, 
hydrodynamic instabilities, and preheat are expected to be 
substantially smaller at burn time in glass-shell implosions 
than in CH-shell implosions,40 and this could account for the 
closer agreement between simulation and data found in all such 
cases. In the future we hope to see if 2-D and 3-D simulations 
come closer to predicting the measured average shell conver-
gence and measured burn region size. A thorough search for 
systematic errors that could lead to artificially broadened burn 
image data has been made, but no sources of error that could 
be large enough to account for the discrepancy in burn radii 
for CH shells have yet been identified.�2,4�

Comparisons of our D3He burn profiles with DT and 
DD burn profiles now being obtained by Disdier et al. on 
OMEGA with important new neutron imaging techniques46 
for hydrodynamically similar DT- and D2-filled capsules are 
now being pursued and will be reported in the future. These 
comparisons could provide a test of consistency of the different 
burn imaging methods and could potentially provide informa-
tion about ion temperature profiles (through the local ratios of 
reaction rates).
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Appendix: Notes on Determining Radial Burn Profiles 
from Penumbral Images

As described in Ref. ��, it is possible to determine the radial 
profile S(r) of nuclear reactions in a burn region assumed 
spherically symmetric by analyzing a penumbral image made 
using reaction products. The details of the approach used in this 
article are slightly different from what is described in Ref. ��, 
and we discuss them here, along with alternative approaches 
and sample analyses. We start with the idealized assumption 
that the imaging aperture has a perfectly defined hard edge; a 
penumbral image of a point source would be uniform within a 
circular area and zero outside. This assumption is not warranted 
for the imaging of DT burn with DT neutrons, but it was shown 
in Ref. �2 that it should be sufficiently accurate for imaging 
D3He burn with D3He protons. A few protons will scatter off 
the edge of the aperture, but their scattering angle is sufficiently 

large that they contribute only a small, relatively flat penumbral 
image background that disappears when the radial derivative is 
taken for analysis. In Generalization to Apertures Without 
“Hard Edges” and Neutron Imaging (p. �4), we discuss how 
this limitation can be removed either for neutron images or 
for small corrections with proton images if the effects of the 
aperture edge can be characterized.

�. The Problem
The surface brightness of the spherically symmetric burn 

region is

 ll .B r S r d2 2= +
3

3-
] _g i#  (�0)

A penumbral image made with a hard-edged, round aperture 
of radius Ra is azimuthally symmetric with a radial profile 
N(R) of detected protons per unit area, where R is the radius 
measured with respect to the center of the image. The radial 
derivative of this image can be written 
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In Eq. (��), L� and L2 are the source–aperture and aper-
ture–detector distances, M L L2 �=  is the geometric mag-
nification of the penumbral camera, and R M R�d a+/ ] g  is 
the radius of the aperture image at the detector. In Eq. (�2), 
R R M M�c a= +] g  is the radius of the aperture’s projection at 
the location of the burn region, as seen from the detector, and 
the angle i is measured relative to the center of this projection. 
As discussed in Ref. ��, Pc(x) is a set of integrals through the 
surface brightness of the burn region along parallel paths that 
are curved but become straight in the limit << ;R R �cburn

 lP x P x B xc
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Pc(x) can be thought of as a �-D projection of the surface 
brightness B(r). 

Pc(x) can be obtained experimentally from dN/dR through 
Eq. (��) and, if << ,R R �cburn  it can be used to obtain B(r) 
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through Abel inversion. Similarly, B(r) can be Abel inverted to 
obtain the source profile S(r). If R Rcburn  is not negligible, then 
the straight-line integral P(x) can be calculated approximately 
from Pc(x) before the Abel inversion process;47
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A simple analytic solution for direct calculation of the 
double Abel inversion relating S(r) to P(x) was described in 
Ref. 48 in connection with a different application (imaging of 
a spherically symmetric source with a linear slit aperture);
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Equation (�5) works well for perfect data (no noise or other 
distortions, infinitesimal sampling width, and << ),R R �cburn  
but it isn’t ideal for the data discussed in this article, even 
though the data generally satisfy the condition <<R R �cburn  
for several reasons. First, the statistics aren’t good enough even 
after the data are binned [see the caption of Fig. �05.�(a)] except 
for the high-yield glass-shell capsules. Second, it becomes 
inaccurate when the data are binned, since this is equivalent 
to imposing a finite sampling width and results in artificial 
broadening of the inferred S(r) and smoothing of any feature 
that is not much larger than the sampling width.49 Finally, it 
has a problem at r = 0 where, even if P(0) / 0, any noise or 
measurement uncertainty in the data near r = 0 translates into 
uncertainties in S that become infinite as r " 0 [this is not a 
defect in Eq. (�5), but a consequence of the fact that the central 
emissivity value applies to a small volume and has very little 
effect on line integrals through the surface brightness]. Nev-
ertheless, the direct method works away from r = 0 if statistics 
allow and its application to the current data are illustrated in 
Direct Calculation of S(r) (p. �3).

2. Inferring S(r) from Least-Squares Fits
As with many Abel inversion applications, the statistics issue 

can be improved by fitting the raw data with analytic functions 
that automatically smooth out some of the statistical fluctua-
tions in P(x) and simultaneously enforce reasonable behavior 
at the singular point r = 0. In Ref. ��, we proposed the use of 
powers of parabolas to represent S(r) because these map ana-
lytically to other powers of parabolas for P(x); the experimental 
P(x) can be fit to powers of a parabola and S(r) found analyti-
cally. This makes possible a range of profile shapes for S(r) 

varying from hollow to peaked, with the limiting peaked shape 
being a Gaussian when the power goes to infinity, and works 
well because many of the data sets analyzed are statistically 
consistent with a Gaussian shape for S(r). With many data sets 
there were indications that slightly better fits might be achieved 
with a profile more peaked than Gaussian, however, so here we 
take a different approach that has several advantages.

Instead of using a set of functions to fit to P(x) and analyti-
cally deducing S(r) using Eq. (�5), we start by representing S(r) 
by the family of super- and sub-Gaussians
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where r0 is the “�/e” radius and p is the “peakedness” of the 
emission profile (p = 0 is flat, p = � is Gaussian, and p > � is 
more centrally peaked than Gaussian). From a given trial func-
tion S(r), the functions B(r), Pc(x), and dN/dR can be calculated 
numerically using Eqs. (�0), (�2), and (��). For comparison with 
experimental data, the predicted dN/dR must then be convolved 
with a boxcar function to model the actual binning used in 
tabulating the measured data. To determine the most probable 
profile S(r), the parameters Rd, S0, p, and r0 are varied and the 
values leading to a minimum |2 fit of predicted to measured 
dN/dR are determined along with their statistical uncertain-
ties.50 The deduced S(r) can then be described by S0 (or by 
the total yield), p, and r0 though, as shown below, it turns out 
to be more useful to parameterize the radial size by the mean 
yield-weighted burn radius rS r dr S r drr r rs

2 2
= ] ]g g# # or 

by the median burn radius rS,median containing half the yield 
rather than by r0.

Figure �05.7 illustrates sample shapes of S(r) with cor-
responding functions B(r) and P(x). We see immediately that 
small differences in the shape of P(x) translate into much 
larger differences in the shape of S(r), which is characteristic 
of inversion procedures. This means that finite errors in the 
raw data are amplified into much larger errors in the shape 
of S(r), particularly for small r, though it will turn out that 
errors in the characteristic radius are not amplified by the 
inversion process.

Figure �05.8 illustrates what happens when this technique is 
applied to the measured dN/dR data shown in Figs. �05.�(a) and 
�05.�(e). Figures �05.8(a) and �05.8(d) show contour plots of total 
|2 versus p and r0 (using the values of Rc and S0 that minimize 
|2 at every point). In each case there is a well-defined location 
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Figure �05.7
(a) S(r) from Eq. (��) for p = 0, �, and 2, normalized so that each curve has the same total yield. As discussed in the text, rS,median is the median radius (con-
taining half the yield). (b) The corresponding curve for B(r). (c) P(x) for the case of no data binning. Note that hollow profiles of S(r) can easily be added to 
this family of functions.
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Figure �05.9
Results of applying the direct inversion method to data from shots (a) 27456 and (b) 35�76. The plotted data points with error bars result from the application 
of Eq. (�4) to the dN/dR data shown in Figs. �05.�(a) and �05.�(e); the data were binned slightly differently [with radial bins at the detector equivalent to bins in 
the burn region of 20 nm for (a) and �� nm for (b), the effective ratios of bin width to Rburn were 0.37 and 0.4�, respectively]. The uneven spacing of the data 
points reflects the fact that values of S(r) were calculated from P(x) for both positive and negative x, and S values at negative r values were reflected to positive 
r. The thin dashed lines correspond to the profiles shown in Figs. �05.�(d) and �05.�(h), including the error envelope. 

corresponding to the best fit (lowest |2). Figures �05.8(b) and 
�05.8(e) show the same contours parameterized by GrHS rather 
than r0, and Figs. �05.8(c) and �05.8(f) show parameterization 
by rS,median. Notice that either GrHS or rS,median is much more 
independent of the peakedness parameter p than r0; the same 
conclusion has been reached using a wide range of functional 
forms for S(r) and a wide range of data sets. The problem with 
r0 is that a change in the central value of S(r) changes the �/e 
radius but has little effect on P(x). In general, rS,median seems 
slightly better than GrHS, so henceforth we will define the 
characteristic burn radius Rburn to be rS,median. Notice also 
that the percent statistical uncertainty in p is much larger than 
the uncertainty in Rburn. This is because errors in radial size 
do not get amplified in the inversion process, as can be shown 
analytically using Eq. (�5) for the case << .R R �aburn  The 
mean burn radius GrHS is always exactly twice the average radius 
of P(x); xP dx . ,P dx 0 5=r x x rP S/ ] ]g g# # regardless of the 
shape of S(r). This means that a fractional error in GrHP results 
in the same fractional error in GrHS. A similar result holds for 
the median radius (rP,median = 0.44 rS,median).

Figures �05.�(c), �05.�(g), �05.�(d), and �05.�(h) show the 
radial profiles of S(r) and B(r) corresponding to the same data 
and fits with uncertainties deduced from the fitting procedure. 
The largest uncertainties in S(r) and B(r) are at the center, and 
the uncertainties get larger with each level of inversion. The 

large uncertainties at r = 0 simply reflect the fact that the central 
emissivity has very little effect on penumbral images.

The family of functions represented by Eq. (�6) doesn’t 
extend to hollow profiles, but can easily be extended in that 
direction through the use of different functions. In addition, 
more complicated radial profiles using series expansions (e.g., 
of Chebyshev polynomials) can be used if statistics allow. 
But if yields are high enough, the direct calculation of S(r) 
becomes practical.

3. Direct Calculation of S(r)
Subject to the conditions discussed in The Problem (p. �0), 

Eq. (�5) allows direct calculation of S(r) from P(x) calculated 
with Eq. (�4). Figure �05.9 shows how this works out for the two 
implosions analyzed above. This approach requires knowledge 
of Rd; for the calculations illustrated in Fig. �05.9, the values of 
Rd inferred from the fitting method were used. In each case the 
binning width was made as small as possible, consistent with 
the counting statistics. Shot 27456 has a high enough proton 
yield (~2 # �0�0) to make this method work for ;r R 3burnL  as 
r is reduced, the calculated values start to fall because of the 
effects of binning near the central peak, and as r approaches 
0 the result is completely unreliable because of the singular-
ity in Eq. (�5). The yield is much lower for shot 37�56 (~4 # 
�08), so the statistical errors on the calculated values of S(r) 
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are much larger and the shape of S(r) is somewhat ill defined. 
The calculated value near r = 0 happened to be about right, but 
this was partly a matter of luck; changing the binning resulted 
in erratic values.

4. Generalization to Apertures Without “Hard Edges”
 and Neutron Imaging

If a penumbral-imaging aperture has a perfect, opaque edge, 
then the radial derivative dN/dR of a penumbral image of a 
point source will be a delta function.  If not, and if dN/dR for 
a point source can be either calculated or measured, then it can 
be incorporated directly into the method described in Inferring 
S(r) from Least-Squares Fits (p. ��). Before comparison with 
measured values of dN/dR, each predicted function calculated 
from a trial function S(r) through Eqs. (�0), (�2), and (��) need 
only be convolved by an appropriate smearing function F before 
being convolved by the boxcar function that models the data 
binning. F(Rl) is simply dN/dR for a point source evaluated at 
R = Rd + Rl and normalized to have unit integral. If the direct-
calculation method is to be used instead of the least-squares 
fitting method, then the data must be deconvolved to remove 
the effect of F.
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Introduction
Rayleigh–Taylor (RT)1,2 instability is of critical importance in 
inertial confinement fusion (ICF)3 and astrophysics.4 In ICF, 
the RT instability leads to shell disruption and performance 
degradation of spherically imploding targets.3 In astrophysics, 
when a star becomes a supernova, the outer shell is pushed by 
the inner exploding core and heavy material from the inner core 
appears in the outer shell because of the RT mixing process.4 
In the linear regime of classical RT instability,3,5 small initial 
modulations grow exponentially in time with the growth rate 
c = (Akg)0.5, where k is the modulation wave number, g is the 
target acceleration, and A is the Atwood number defined as 

,A h l h l= - +t t t t_ _i i  where th and tl are the densities of 
heavy and light fluids, respectively. Most ICF-related cases 
involve ablative drive in which the growth rate c = a(kg)0.5 – 
bkVa is stabilized by the ablation term bkVa, where Va is the 
ablation velocity and a and b are constants.6,7 This growth 

Rayleigh–Taylor Growth Measurements of 3-D Modulations 
in a Nonlinear Regime

Figure 105.10
(a) Fourier spectra of target areal-density modulations driven by Rayleigh–Taylor instability, as predicted by Haan’s model.18 The dashed line is Haan’s satu-
ration level Sk = 2/Lk2 (L = 400 nm is the size of analysis box) multiplied by the calculated target density to be converted to areal density.25 (b) Bubble size 
distributions as a function of the bubble size normalized to the average bubble size m m  as predicted by 2-D (dotted curve) and 3-D (dashed curve) bubble 
competition models in a self-similar regime.27

rate is an approximation of a more exact formula in Ref. 7. 
The growth rates of linear RT instability have been measured 
in both classical5 and ablative regimes.8–12 The indication of 
nonlinearity in RT growth in real space is that the modulations 
develop into bubbles (penetration of the lighter fluid into the 
heavier) and spikes (penetration of the heavier fluid into the 
lighter).13 In Fourier space, this is equivalent to the harmonics 
generation of initial fundamental spatial modes. As the RT 
instability further progresses, the two fluids mix in turbulent 
and chaotic regimes.14–17 There are two modeling approaches 
for nonlinear RT instability: a modal one18–20 that describes 
the evolution in Fourier space and a bubble competition and 
merger that describes instability in real space.17,21–24 In Fou-
rier space, Haan’s model18 [see Fig. 105.10(a)] predicts that 
the spectral amplitudes of 3-D, broadband modulations grow 
exponentially with the RT growth rates of c(k) until they reach 
the saturation levels18,25 Sk = 2/Lk2 (L is the size of the analysis 
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box), after which they grow linearly in time with the saturation 
velocities18,26 Vs(k) = Skc(k). The short-wavelength modes grow 
initially most rapidly and quickly saturate at levels Sk while 
very long-wavelength modes grow more slowly. As a result, the 
midwavelength modes have the largest growth factors, produc-
ing a peak in the spectrum. As the evolution continues, this 
peak moves to longer wavelengths, as shown in Fig. 105.10(a). 
Haan’s model applies in the weakly nonlinear regime for broad-
band modulation amplitudes around the saturation levels.25 
In real space, bubble competition models predict that smaller 
bubbles (with smaller nonlinear velocities) are taken over 
by larger bubbles (with higher nonlinear velocities) through 
bubble competition and the bubble merger processes.17,21–24 
As a result, the average size of the modulations shifts to longer 
wavelengths as the modulations grow. The real-space models 
predict that the bubble sizes and amplitudes evolve with a 
self-similar behavior in an advanced nonlinear regime.24,27,28 
The self-similar behavior predicts that the distribution function 
f m m^ h of the bubble size normalized to the average bubble 
size m m  is constant as the modulation average size and aver-
age amplitude grow.24,27,28 Figure 105.10(b) shows self-similar 
bubble size distributions predicted by 2-D and 3-D bubble 
competition models.24,27 It should be noted here that Haan’s 
model is applicable for broadband initial spectra, which can 
contain both long and short wavelengths. The bubble competi-
tion model is mainly applicable for initial spectra dominated 
by short wavelengths, whereas long wavelengths are mainly 
produced by bubble merger processes.27 This article presents 
results of nonlinear RT experiments25,26,28,29 performed over 
several years on the OMEGA Laser System30 and shows new 
results in which planar targets were directly driven by laser 
light and 3-D broadband modulation growth was measured near 
nonlinear saturation levels. The initial broadband modulations 

were dominated by short wavelengths in these experiments; 
therefore, both real-space (bubble) and Fourier-space models 
can be used for comparison with experimental data. This article 
compares measured RT evolution with that predicted by both 
Fourier- and real-space nonlinear RT models. The experiments 
with initial broadband modulations dominated by long-wave-
lengths modes are described elsewhere.26

In this article, Experimental Configuration (p. 18) 
describes the experimental configuration and measurement 
technique. Experimental Results are discussed on p. 19 and 
Conclusions are presented on p. 24.

Experimental Configuration
In the experiments, initially smooth, 1-mm-diam CH tar-

gets with thicknesses ranging from 20 to 50 nm were driven 
with 12-ns and 3-ns square pulses at laser intensities of ~5 # 
1013 W/cm2 and ~2 # 1014 W/cm2, respectively, on the OMEGA 
Laser System.30 The modulation growth was measured with 
through-foil, x-ray radiography.29 The backlighter x rays that 
probe target modulations were imaged by an 8-nm pinhole 
array onto a framing camera, allowing up to eight images 
with a temporal resolution of ~80 ps and a spatial resolution 
of ~10 nm to be captured at different times in each shot.29 The 
initial target modulations, used for RT growth measurements, 
were imprinted by laser-beam nonuniformities created by using 
standard distributed phase plates31 (SG8 DPP’s) during the 
first several hundred picoseconds of the drive. Figure 105.11 
shows a measured equivalent-target-plane image of the laser 
beam with the DPP [Fig. 105.11(a)] along with its Fourier 
spectrum [Fig. 105.11(b)]. The beam with DPP has broadband 
modulations with spatial frequencies up to ~320 mm–1, corre-
sponding to the smallest spatial size of ~3 nm and an intensity 
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Figure 105.11
(a) The equivalent-target-plane image of the laser beam with a distributed phase plate (SG8 DPP). (b) Fourier spectrum of relative intensity [dI/I] modulations 
of the laser beam with a SG8 DPP. The smallest size of intensity modulations in the beam is ~3 nm and it has an intensity modulation vrms of ~94%.
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modulation vrms of ~94%. The amplitudes of target modula-
tions at(k) are proportional to the amplitudes of relative laser 
modulations32,33 al(k), at(k) = E(k)al(k), where E(k) ~ 1/k is the 
imprint efficiency.33–35 Some experiments used smoothing by 
spectral dispersion (SSD)36 and polarization smoothing (PS)37 
to vary the spectrum of target modulations to study the depen-
dence of the RT growth on the initial conditions. Polarization 
smoothing reduces the modulations of most laser spatial fre-
quencies by a factor37 of ,2  while SSD reduces high-spatial 
frequency modulations more strongly than the low-spatial 
frequency modulations.36

The typical optical-depth (OD) images (obtained by taking 
a natural logarithm of intensity-converted, framing-camera 
images) of x-ray radiographs are shown in Fig. 105.12 for an 
experiment with a 20-nm-thick target driven with a 3-ns square 
pulse shape.29 A Weiner filter (based on measured system 
resolution and noise) was applied to these images to remove 
noise and deconvolve the system’s modulation transfer func-
tion to recover target OD modulations.29 The measured target 
OD variations are proportional to the variations of target areal 
density d[tR]; ,t E R tOD CH=d n d t] ] ]g g g6 7@ A  where nCH(E) 
is the CH target mass absorption rate at x-ray energy E used 

for backlighting and t is the time of the measurement. The 
areal-density d[tR(t)] modulations were obtained by dividing 
measured OD modulations by target mass absorption rates. The 
RT growth of the initial nonuniformities was analyzed in the 
central parts (with a box size of up to 400 nm) of these images 
where the average drive is uniform.

As laser light is applied to the target, the pressure created by 
the target ablation launches a shock wave that compresses the 
target.35 Any nonuniformities in the laser drive are imprinted 
into the target modulations at this time.32–35 When the shock 
front reaches the rear surface of the target, it sends the rarefac-
tion wave back to the ablation surface; shortly thereafter, the 
target begins to accelerate (in these experiments after around 
0.5 to 1 ns, depending on target thickness). During the accel-
eration phase, the ablation-surface modulations grow exponen-
tially because of Rayleigh–Taylor instability.1–3 At later times 
these modulations become detectable with our diagnostics as 
their evolution enters the nonlinear regime. 25,26,28,29

Experimental Results
Figure 105.13 shows the Fourier spectra of growing target 

areal-density modulations d[tR(t)] measured in 20-nm-thick 
targets [Figs. 105.13(a) and 105.13(b)] and a 40-nm-thick target 
[Fig. 105.13(c)] driven with a 3-ns square laser drive pulse at an 
intensity of ~2 # 1014 W/cm2 (Refs. 25 and 29). The smoothing 
conditions included DDP’s, SSD, and PS on a shot shown in 
Fig. 105.13(a) and DPP’s only on shots in Figs. 105.13(b) and 
105.13(c). The dashed lines show Haan’s saturation levels18 
(as described in the Introduction on p. 17). The smoothing 
conditions were varied to determine whether the shapes of 
modulation Fourier spectra in the nonlinear regime depend 
on the initial conditions. The target thickness was varied to 
measure the sensitivity of modulation Fourier spectra to drive 
conditions since target acceleration and growth rates depend 
on the target thickness. The shapes of the measured spectra 
are very similar to Haan’s model predictions in all shots25,29 
(compare with Fig. 105.10). These shapes are insensitive to 
initial and drive conditions, as predicted by Haan’s model. In 
the shot with more laser smoothing [Fig. 105.13(a)], the modu-
lations are detected later than in the shot with less smoothing 
[Fig. 105.13(b)], and the growth is shifted by ~1 ns. In the 
shot with a 40-nm-thick target [Fig. 105.13(c)], the growth is 
detected later than with a 20-nm-thick target because of the 
reduced growth in the thicker target [compare Figs. 105.13(b) 
and 105.13(c)]. At later times, the measured modulation level 
becomes comparable with the target thickness and the effects of 
finite target thickness significantly slow the growth,29 as shown 
in Fig. 105.14(a). The amplitudes of short-scale modulations 
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Figure 105.12
X-ray framing-camera images of RT growth modulations measured at 
(a) 1.8 and (b) 2.3 ns in a 20-nm-thick target driven by a 3-ns laser pulse at 
an intensity of ~2 # 1014 W/cm2. Central, 400-nm-square parts of the images 
were taken for analysis.
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even decrease toward the end of the drive (~2.8 ns) because of 
this effect.29 The measured target images [see Figs. 105.14(b) 
and 105.14(c)] show that smaller bubbles start to merge as 
larger bubbles grow during this time. In these earlier 1999 
experiments, two questions still remained: (1) Do the bubble-
merger processes happen around saturation levels or do they 
begin in a more deeply nonlinear regime (as it was considered 
in bubble-competition models)? (2) Is the bubble competition 
accompanied by a reduction of the short-wavelength modula-

Figure 105.14
(a) Evolution of the azimuthally averaged, areal-density modulation Fourier amplitudes as a function of spatial frequency for the shot with a 20-nm-thick 
target driven by a 3-ns laser pulse at an intensity of ~2 # 1014 W/cm2 and with beam-smoothing conditions including DDP’s, SSD, and PS measured at 2.5 and 
2.8 ns. As the level of target modulations becomes comparable to the target thickness, the modulation growth slows down and is later reversed (at 2.8 ns). The 
bubble-merger processes are evident from the images measured at (b) 2.5 ns and (c) 2.8 ns.
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target density to be converted to areal density. The spectral shapes of measured modulations are similar to those predicted by Haan’s model and are insensitive 
to initial and drive conditions.

tions [as shown in Fig. 105.14(a)], or is this reduction because 
of the finite target thickness effects?

To address these questions and to make a connection 
between Fourier-space and real-space models, new experiments 
were conducted26 with thicker targets driven to much higher 
amplitudes with longer pulses in a deeper nonlinear regime. 
Figure 105.15 shows examples of the measured images26 for a 
shot with a 50-nm-thick target driven by a 12-ns square pulse 
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Figure 105.15
Central parts (with the analysis box size of 333 nm) of the x-ray framing-camera images measured at (a) 4 ns, (b) 6 ns, and (c) 10 ns in a 50-nm-thick target 
driven by a 12-ns laser pulse at an intensity of ~5 # 1013 W/cm2 from Ref. 26. The bubble merger is evident in the images showing more advanced nonlinear 
RT evolution measured in thicker targets driven by longer pulses.

Figure 105.16
(a) Evolution of the azimuthally averaged, areal-density modulation Fourier amplitudes as a function of spatial frequency for shots with 50-nm-thick targets 
driven by a 12-ns laser pulse at an intensity of ~5 # 1013 W/cm2 from Ref. 26. The dashed line is Haan’s saturation level Sk = 2/Lk2 (L = 333 nm is the analysis 
box size) multiplied by the calculated target density to be converted to areal density. The spectral shapes of the measured modulations are similar to those 
predicted by Haan’s model. (b) Saturation velocities of target modulations measured at spatial frequencies of 8, 17, 33, and 50 mm–1 corresponding to spatial 
wavelengths of 120, 60, 30, and 20 nm from Ref. 26. The dashed line is Haan’s saturation velocity Vs(k) = Skc(k). The measured nonlinear velocities are in 
excellent agreement with Haan’s model predictions.

shape at an intensity of ~5 # 1013 W/cm2. The beam-smoothing 
conditions in these experiments included DPP’s and PS. As 
the modulations grow, the average bubble size shifts to longer 
wavelengths, big bubbles become bigger, and small bubbles 
disappear, as is evident from the images in Fig. 105.15. Two to 
three generations of bubbles change (by coalescence events) in 
these images, allowing clear observations of the bubble com-
petition and merger processes. One can claim that the bubble 
competition and merger processes occur around saturation 
levels (and not only in a more advanced, turbulent regime). 

Figure 105.16(a) shows examples of Fourier amplitude evolution 
of areal-density modulations, typical for these experiments.26 
The spectral shapes are very similar to Haan’s model predic-
tions; the amplitudes grow to much higher values than those 
achieved in the 1999 experiments29 because thicker targets do 
not limit RT growth at the times of these measurements. The 
fact that in the 2005 experiments [see Fig. 105.16(a)] there is 
no reduction in short-wavelength modulations allows one to 
conclude that the bubble competition is not accompanied by 
a reduction of the short-wavelength modulations [as shown in 
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Fig. 105.14(a)]—this reduction is because of the finite target 
thickness effects that limited RT growth and prevented clear 
observation of the bubble competition in the 1999 experi-
ments. Additionally, the fact that the RT growth in the 2005 
experiments is not limited by target thickness allows a direct 
comparison of the measured nonlinear velocities Vs(k) with 
those predicted by Haan’s model,26 and excellent agreement 
between the experiments and the model was observed26 
[as shown in Fig. 105.16(b)]. We find it remarkable that this 
simple model predicts such complicated phenomenon as the 
nonlinear saturation and the postsaturation growth of the RT 
instability so accurately in terms of the spectral shapes and 
nonlinear velocities.

The real-space analysis of the 2005 experiments was based 
on evolution distributions of the bubble sizes and amplitudes 
along with the evolution of average bubble size and ampli-
tude.28 Figure 105.17 shows an example of the measured 
image with bubble edges superimposed on top of it. The 
bubble edges were determined using a watershed algorithm.38 
The bubble size m was calculated using m = 2(S/r)0.5, where 
S is the bubble area. The evolution of the distributions of 
bubble sizes m [corresponding to images in Figs. 105.14(a) and 
105.14(b)] is shown in Fig. 105.18(a). As modulations grow, 
the number of bubbles decreases while their average size and 
amplitude increase and the distributions become broader. 
The measured distributions of bubble sizes were fitted with 
the normal distributions from which average sizes GmH were 

determined. Figure 105.18(b) shows the normalized distribu-
tions [from Fig. 105.18(a)] as functions of normalized bubble 
size .m m  Bubble size distributions are in the self-similar 
regime because the normalized distributions do not change in 
time. The self-similarity of RT growth is explicitly measured 
in these experiments using the evolution of bubble size dis-
tributions, while in earlier simulations and experiments16,17 
the self-similarity was inferred from the growth of the mix-
ing-zone size. The dashed line in Fig. 105.18(b) represents 
the fit to the experimental data using the normal distribution 
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Figure 105.17
An example of the measured image with bubble edges (determined using 
watershed algorithm38) superimposed on top of it.

Figure 105.18
(a) Examples of the measured bubble size distributions in the images taken at 4 and 6 ns [images in Figs. 105.15(a), and 105.15(b), respectively] with a 50-nm-
thick target driven by a 12-ns laser pulse at an intensity of ~5 # 1013 W/cm2. (b) Bubble-size distributions, normalized to the total number of bubbles, as a 
function of the bubble size normalized to the averaged bubble size m m  for the same 4- and 6-ns images as in (a). The measured bubble distributions are in a 
self-similar regime because their normalized distributions do not change in time. The thicker dashed line represents a normal distribution fit to the data.
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,expf C C1 2 22 2
= - - $m m m m rv m m^ _h i: D  where Cm = 

0.24!0.01 is the constant determined from the fit. The dotted 
and dot–dashed lines in Fig. 105.18(b) are the distributions pre-
dicted from the 2-D and 3-D models, respectively (presented in 
Ref. 27). The 3-D model prediction is in better agreement with 
the experimental results, as expected. It was shown28 that the 
modulation vrms grows as avgt2, as expected in a self-similar 
regime, where g is the foil acceleration, t is the time, and av = 
0.027!0.003 is a measured constant. The bubble-front ampli-
tude hb can be estimated18 as ~ ,h 2b rmsv  which yields hb ~ 
0.04 gt2. It was shown in Refs. 20 and 39 that Haan’s satura-
tion at amplitudes Sk = 2/Lk2 in Fourier space is equivalent 
to self-similar growth hb = 0.04 gt2 in real space. Therefore, 
experimentally measured growth is in agreement with what was 
predicted.20,39 The weak, logarithmic dependence of the av on 
the initial conditions17 still requires experimental verification 
for ablative acceleration.

The experimental results presented above show the behavior 
of “average” modulation characteristics. The evolution of the 
average amplitude (calculated by the azimuthal average of the 
2-D Fourier image) was compared with Haan’s model predic-
tions in Fourier space. The analysis in real space was presented 
in terms of bubble size distributions. The measured data, how-
ever, can also be used to quantitatively describe what happens 
to an individual bubble (in real space) and individual Fourier 
mode (in Fourier space). Figure 105.19 shows images of the 
modulation growth at the same area of the target measured at 
2.7, 3.5, and 4.3 ns in the shot with a 35-nm-thick target driven 
at an intensity of ~5 # 1013 W/cm2. 

Figure 105.19
The evolution of the same target area as shown by the central parts (with a 333-nm analysis box size) of the x-ray framing-camera images measured at (a) 2.7 ns, 
(b) 3.5 ns, and (c) 4.3 ns in a 35-nm-thick target driven by a 12-ns laser pulse at an intensity of ~5 # 1013 W/cm2. The evolution of each modulation feature can 
be tracked in these images.
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Figure 105.20
Bubble edge contours of the 2.7-ns (gray contours) and (c) 4.3-ns (black 
contours) images from Fig. 105.19. Some of the bubbles do not change their 
size while most bubbles merge into bigger bubbles and some bubbles disap-
pear during evolution.

Figure 105.20 shows overlapped bubble contours of the 
2.7- (gray lines) and 4.3-ns (black lines) images. As evident 
from this figure, some bubbles coalesce with others to form 
larger bubbles. Some bubbles disappear and other bubbles 
expand to take their place, while some bubbles stay in their 
original place without changing sizes. As for the Fourier-
space analysis, if all modes at any wavelength grow uniformly 
according to Haan’s model prediction for the average modula-
tion growth, there could not be a bubble merger in real space. 
Therefore, to be consistent with the bubble-merger picture of 
real-space evolution, the individual Fourier modes at a given 
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(mainly short) wavelength should have a different growth 
than their average amplitude. Figure 105.21(a) shows the Fou-
rier image with typical “spiky” amplitudes, characteristic to 
“noise-like” 3-D modulations. The azimuthal lineout of data 
at a 60-nm wavelength is shown in Fig. 105.21(b). There are 

Figure 105.21
(a) An example of the typical measured Fourier-space image (shown in terms 
of the absolute value). (b) The azimuthal lineout of this image at a spatial 
wavelength of 60 nm. The azimuthal lineouts of absolute values of Fourier 
modes at a (c) 60-nm wavelength and a (d) 20-nm wavelength measured at 
2.7 and 3.5 ns. (e) Normalized (to the value at zero phase change) histograms 
of the absolute phase change of the modes at spatial wavelengths of 20, 30, 
and 60 nm calculated from the difference of the 2.7- and 3.5-ns images. The 
bubble merger in Fourier space corresponds to the short-wavelength modes 
growing nonuniformly (with many modes changing their phases significantly), 
while longer-wavelength modes do not change their phases.

many modes in this lineout and their average amplitude grows 
according to Haan’s model prediction, as shown above. Is the 
growth of each individual mode in this lineout the same as 
the growth of the average amplitude? If it is the same, then 
the phase of each mode (related to the ratio of the real and 
imaginary parts of the mode’s complex amplitude) does not 
change in time. Figure 105.21(c) shows the evolution of the 
absolute values of modes in a 60-nm wavelength lineout from 
2.7 to 3.5 ns, while the evolution of the modes in a 20-nm 
wavelength lineout is presented in Fig. 105.21(d). These data 
show that all 60-nm wavelength modes grow similarly, while 
modes at a 20-nm wavelength do not all grow the same way 
and many phase changes are seen during the growth of these 
short-wavelength modes. Figure 105.21(e) shows the histograms 
of the absolute values of the phase changes of all modes at 
spatial wavelengths of 20, 30, and 60 nm measured between 
3.5- and 2.7-ns images. At wavelengths of 30 and 60 nm, most 
of the modes do not change phases, while most of the modes at 
wavelengths of 20 nm change their phases significantly. As a 
result, the bubble merger in Fourier space corresponds to short-
wavelength modes growing nonuniformly (with many modes 
changing their phases significantly), while longer-wavelength 
modes do not change their phases, meaning that the images 
keep their long-wavelength structure unchanged.

Conclusions
The nonlinear Rayleigh–Taylor growth of 3-D nonunifor-

mities was measured near saturation levels using x-ray radi-
ography in laser-driven planar foils. The initial target modu-
lations were seeded by laser nonuniformities. The measured 
modulation Fourier spectra and nonlinear growth velocities 
are in excellent agreement with Haan’s model18 predictions 
in Fourier space.25,26 These spectra and growth velocities are 
insensitive to initial conditions. Bubble competition and merger 
was quantified by the evolution of bubble size distributions 
in real space. A self-similar evolution of these distributions 
was observed.28
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Introduction
In inertial fusion experiments, it is energetically advantageous 
to form the fuel into a solid shell before compression.1 Current 
cryogenic target experiments on OMEGA are being performed 
with pure deuterium (D2) as the fuel.2 Future cryogenic target 
experiments will be performed with an equimolar solid mixture 
of deuterium and tritium (D-T). An equilibrium D-T mixture 
consists of D2, DT, and T2 molecules in a 25:50:25% ratio. Each 
molecular species has a different triple point, which may lead 
to fractionation of the isotopes during fuel-layer formation. 
Spatial separation of the D and T nuclei due to isotopic frac-
tionation during the cryogenic target layering process reduces 
the efficiency of the fusion reaction.3

Complete isotopic fractionation has long been predicted 
for hydrogen isotopes for temperatures approaching absolute 
zero—well below the triple point of the mixture.4 It has been 
observed for 3He-4He mixtures but not for bulk solid hydrogen 
isotope mixtures. Partial fractionation of hydrogen–deuterium 
mixtures has been observed in monolayers adsorbed onto 
graphite substrates using neutron scattering and x-ray diffrac-
tion.5 The separation is mainly limited to the formation of 
local molecular clusters of one isotope versus the other as the 
monolayer is completed. It was speculated that no long-range 
ordering was observed because of the limited mobility of the 
molecules at temperatures approaching 3 K.

We have examined the possibility of fractionation in cryo-
genic targets using a 25:50:25% mixture of H2, HD, and D2 
(H-D). The use of nonradioactive hydrogen isotopes allows 
a simpler experimental system to be constructed without the 
radiological controls necessary for using tritium. Although 
nonradiological experiments are easier to perform, less frac-
tionation may occur in samples containing tritium. Molecular 
diffusion in the bulk may be enhanced for D-T mixtures 
because of the large amount of energy deposited locally from 
b decay, which raises the neighboring solid’s temperature and 
disassociates nearby molecular bonds. This study investigates 
fractionation that occurs during the liquid-to-solid phase 
transition near the triple point. Possible fractionation during 

Isotopic Fractionation During Solidification 
of H2–HD–D2 Mixtures

solid-to-vapor-to-solid mass transfer during b-layering or IR-
enhanced b-layering as a result of sublimation and refreezing 
will be investigated in a future study.

For the liquid-to-solid phase transition, there was little 
separation of the isotopes during the solidification process. The 
maximum spatial concentration gradients are of the order of 
0.02 to 0.05 molecular fraction per millimeter. The average D2 
concentration gradient (percentage) is greatest for the lowest 
D2 concentrations. The absorption coefficient’s gradient was 
also measured and appears to be less for the longer cooling 
times, which may be indicative of solid diffusion. Thermody-
namically, the mixtures form a completely soluble isomorphous 
system since the mixture solidifies over a finite temperature 
range for all concentrations.

Experimental Details
By scanning a focused infrared (IR) laser probe tuned to the 

major absorption band of D2 at 3162 cm 1=o -K  (m = 3.162 nm) 
across a thin, slowly frozen solid sample of the mixture, the 
D2 concentration as a function of position can be determined. 
The infrared absorption spectrum of pure deuterium is shown 
in Fig. 105.22. The major absorption peak of solid D2 is from 
an induced dipole interaction between adjacent D2 molecules 
in the crystal.7 Solid hydrogen forms a hexagonal close-packed 
crystal at its vapor pressure. Therefore, each molecule has 
12 nearest neighbors in the crystal, as shown in Fig. 105.23. 
Substitution of H2 or HD into these sites will reduce the D2–D2 
dipole interaction and increase the local IR transmission.

A schematic of the commercially available8 infrared Pb:salt 
laser system is shown in Fig. 105.24. The IR laser diode is housed 
in a liquid-nitrogen (LN2) dewar and is operated at ~125 K and 
~650 mA to produce an optical power approaching 1 mW at 
3162 cm–1. The laser source is a PbSe double-hetero-structure, 
single-mode diode laser for high-resolution spectroscopy. It has 
a typical line width of 6.7 # 10–4 cm–1, a current tuning rate of 
0.09 cm–1/mA, and a temperature tuning rate of 4 cm–1/K. This 
gives a wave number tuning range of ~3.140 to 3.190 cm–1 over 
the operable temperature/current range. Even though the line 
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Figure 105.22
The absorption spectrum of solid D2 at 1.9 K for a 2.5-mm-thick sample. 
(Figure courtesy of the Canadian Journal of Physics.)6

Figure 105.23
Each molecule in the hexagonal close-packed 
structure of solid hydrogen is neighbored by 12 
other molecules. Substitution of non-D2 molecules 
into these sites will interfere with adjoining D2–D2 
dipole interactions and greatly reduce the absorption 
coefficient of the solid.

Figure 105.24
The optical layout and a schematic of the infrared Pb:salt laser system.

width is very narrow, by coarsely tuning the temperature and 
finely tuning the current, any wave number within the specified 
range can be achieved.

The light is collimated using an off-axis parabolic mirror 
which can be positioned in three dimensions. The light is sent 
through a grating monochrometer that has been precalibrated 
to transmit only 3.162!0.003-nm light. The wavelength emit-
ted by the laser diode is adjusted by varying its current at a 
fixed temperature until maximum transmission through the 

monochrometer is obtained. The dual-detector photodiode is 
also housed in a LN2 dewar. A small fraction (~10%) of the 
beam is split off and focused onto one detector to monitor the 
stability of the laser source during data acquisition (refer to 
this as the reference beam). 

The remainder of the beam is transported through the 
sample. The light is focused to a 0.3-mm # 0.6-mm spot on 
the sample using an off-axis parabolic mirror mounted on a 
five-axis positioner. It is recollimated on the other side of the 
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sample with an identical mirror and positioner. The mirrors 
are mounted on a stage that can be positioned with micrometer 
screws vertically and horizontally with respect to the fixed 
sample without causing the beam to “walk off” in the remainder 
of the optical system. This beam is subsequently focused onto 
the other detector (refer to this as the sample beam). The output 
of the IR laser is chopped at 790 Hz and the signals from each 
detector are sent to a chopper-synchronized lock-in amplifier 
with a 30-ms integration period.

A sketch of the sample cell used to form the H-D crystal 
is shown in Fig. 105.25. The oxygen-free, high-conductivity 
copper cell is cooled from the bottom using a low-vibration 
Gifford-McMahon cryogenic refrigerator.9 The cylindrical 
void that is filled with H-D is 6.4 mm in diameter by 3 mm 
thick; 2-mm-thick CaF windows are glued to either side of 
the copper cell. CaF was used instead of sapphire because of 
its lower thermal conductivity but similar IR transmittance at 
3.162 nm. A heater and thermometer are attached to the top 
and bottom of the sample to produce a temperature gradient 
(~0.5 K maximum) across the sample.

The sample cell is loaded with liquid H-D through a 
0.5-mm-diam stainless steel fill tube using a gas source pres-
sure <10 psia. For isotope mixtures, the sample cell is filled 
with just enough liquid to completely fill it before freezing to 
eliminate possible preferential condensation of the different 
isotopes from the gas-phase reservoir because of their differ-
ent vapor pressures at a fixed temperature. This eliminates 

the possibility of a concentration gradient forming because of 
the different vapor pressures of each isotope instead of from 
their different triple points. The cell remains connected to an 
external room-temperature gas source for isomolecular samples 
since they exhibit a single vapor pressure for each temperature, 
thus, the frozen sample completely fills the cell for these solid 
samples. The sample is cooled slowly (hours to days) by reduc-
ing the temperature at the top of the cell gradually to a value 
just below the final freezing temperature of the mixture.

Two flip-in mirrors are mounted before and after the para-
bolic mirrors. The first provides white-light illumination of 
the sample and the second sends the transmitted light to an 
imaging system with a CCD detector. This allows the sample 
to be viewed as the H-D solidifies. When examined between 
crossed linear polarizers, the crystal structure of the solid H-D 
is revealed (see example in Fig. 105.26). A HeNe laser beam 
can be made coaxial to the IR beam using a flip-in beamsplit-
ter that allows visible alignment of the IR beam path. Using 
the second flip-in mirror alone with the HeNe beam, the focal 
spot of the IR beam can be located on the sample’s image to 
provide beam position feedback.

The IR beam is raster scanned across the sample cell to 
determine if a D2 concentration gradient is present. The signal 
from the sample beam is recorded as a function of position at 
0.5-mm increments. The signal from the reference beam is 
recorded periodically throughout the measurement to confirm 
the stability of the IR laser diode. (Typically, the output was sta-

Figure 105.25
The scanning optics configuration and a sketch of the sample cell in which the H-D crystal is formed.
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Beer’s Law follows a linear relationship between the absorp-
tion coefficient and solute concentration for low concentrations 
(<10%). At these relatively high concentrations of D2 in the 
H-D mixture (25% < D2 < 100%), however, nonlinear devia-
tions from Beer’s Law are expected. The absorption coefficient 
of the D2 in the H-D is a function of the D2 intermolecular 
distance11 as follows:

 2
,P P n nn nnn nn- -\a ~ n d ~ ~lll l] _ _g i i/  

where ~ = 2rc/m is the angular frequency of the incident 
radiation, Pn is the probability of occupancy of state n (Pn 
corresponding to absorption and Pnl to spontaneous emission), 
n is the dipole moment of the molecule, and d(~ – ~nnl) is the 
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Figure 105.26
An image of a white-light, back-illuminated, solid pure D2 sample. The crys-
tal structure of the solid is revealed when examined between crossed linear 
polarizers; three distinct crystallites can be seen. The sample was frozen by 
reducing the temperature at the top of the sample from 19.2 K to 18.7 K over a 
20-h period. The sample began to freeze at a bottom temperature of 18.7 K.

ble to <2% for the duration of the measurement.) The sample is 
subsequently vaporized at 30 K and the signal from the sample 
beam is recorded as a function of position for the empty cell. 
The two measurements are ratioed to create a transmission plot 
T(x,z), as shown in Fig. 105.27(b). The absorption coefficient 
a(x,z) is calculated from Beer’s Law and includes a correction 
for the change in refractive index of the sample cell’s contents 
with the solid present and absent (see appendix, p. 33).

Results
The transmission plot of the 25:50:25% H2:HD:D2 mixture, 

along with that of a pure D2 sample, is shown in Fig. 105.27. 
(The mean absorption coefficient for each sample is given in 
Fig. 105.29.) Note that a for the H-D mixture is ~1/20th of that 
for the pure D2. This reduction is disproportionate to the reduc-
tion in D2 nearest neighbors—from 12 to 3 in the hexagonal 
close-packed crystal. In fact, the 3-mm-thick H-D mixture is 
>96% transmissive even though one in four molecules is D2. 
In contrast, a pure D2 sample is only 40% transmissive. This is 
attributed to the simultaneous transition absorption requirement 
of two neighboring D2 molecules, each absorbing a portion of 
the incident quantum.10 Therefore, the interference of non-D2 
molecules between adjacent D2 molecules greatly reduces the 
absorption coefficient of the bulk material. Any gradient pres-
ent in this H-D transmission plot is easily masked by the noise 
in the data. The sensitivity of the D2 absorption coefficient to 
concentration must first be resolved before a change in absorp-
tion can be quantified as a concentration gradient.

Figure 105.27
Typical transmission plots for (a) 25:50:25% H2:HD:D2 and (b) pure D2. The 
absorption coefficients are 0.017 and 0.317 mm–1, respectively; a 20# differ-
ence for a factor of 4 difference in D2 concentration that is clearly outside 
the linear region of Beer’s Law.
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Dirac delta function centered at the resonant frequency ~nnl. 
The dipole moment n is proportional to Qinternuclear + Qeqq, 
however, where Qinternuclear is related to a van der Waal’s inter-
action and Qeqq is the electric quadrapole–quadrapole inter-
action which varies as ,r1 e

4  where re is the D2 intermolecular 
distance. The intermolecular distance between D2 molecules 
in the H-D mixture is inversely proportional to the D2 con-
centration. Therefore, by plotting the absorption coefficient of 
the D2 in the H-D mixture as a function of the D2 fraction in 
the mixture, the slope can be used to quantify a transmission 
gradient as a concentration gradient.

A variety of H2-D2 mixtures were solidified at varying rates 
and their a(x,z) measured. Three to seven individual samples 
were frozen and measured for each mixture to obtain adequate 
statistics. The transmission data is fit to a plane to determine the 
average transmission and the transmission gradient, as shown 
in Fig. 105.28. The resulting average absorption coefficient of 
the D2 in the H-D mixture (at m = 3.151 nm) is plotted as a 
function of the D2 molecular fraction fD2

 in Fig. 105.29. The 
function that best fits the data is

 . . .expf f4 20 5 26 mm 1
D D2 2

= -#a
-

` `j j  

Conversely, to find the D2 molecular fraction from the mean 
absorption coefficient

 
.

.
.

ln
f

4 20

1 5 26mm
D2

=
-#a] g6 @

 (1)

Figure 105.28
The transmission plots are processed from the raw data shown in (a) by first 
eliminating spurious data points to produce the plot in (b) and then fitting it to 
a plane, as shown in (c), to subsequently determine the D2 concentration gradi-
ent. The hole at the top of the data is formed during solidification because of 
the large difference between the liquid and solid densities of hydrogen since 
the sample cell is filled with just enough liquid to completely fill it before 
freezing commences.
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Figure 105.29
The average absorption coefficient of the D2 in the H-D mixture as a function 
of the D2 molecular fraction at an IR diode wavelength of m = 3.151 nm. The 
vertical error bars indicate !1 standard deviation of the various experimental 
runs that were averaged for each point. The results from pure H2 and D2 
samples are included for completeness. The finite absorption coefficient for 
H2 indicates the scattering baseline of the experiment.
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The average percentage D2 concentration gradient 
f f1zD D2 2

#D D` j is greatest for the lowest concentrations, as 
shown in Fig. 105.32. Among the samples tested, however, the 
absolute concentration gradients f zD2

D D` j are of the order of 
0.02 to 0.05 mm–1. The large error bars shown for the lowest 
concentrations indicate the signal-to-noise ratio in the measure-
ment is smallest when the sample is the least absorptive. This 
is another reason why the data in Fig. 105.29 are most useful 
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Figure 105.30
The absorption coefficient gradient as a function of freeze time. The vertical 
groupings indicate that most cooldowns were performed either over ~24 h or 
over ~72 h. A single long-duration cooldown is shown at the right of the figure. 
A few anomalous points occur at the top of the figure that may be indicative 
of IR scattering in the raw transmission data for these points.
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Figure 105.31
A plot of the absorption coefficient gradient as a function of the difference 
between the initial bottom and the final top temperature. If the gradient 
observed was due to increased IR scatter in the lower portion of the sample 
from microcracks, the trend in the data should be diagonal from bottom left 
to upper right. The data does not reflect this and is more or less randomly 
distributed.

A plot of the absorption coefficient gradient as a function of 
freeze time is shown in Fig. 105.30. The samples were gener-
ally measured <2 h following solidification. The absorption 
coefficient gradient appears to be inversely proportional to the 
cooling time, but there is a large scatter in the data—especially 
for the shorter cooling times. This may be evidence of molecu-
lar diffusion in the bulk solid. Molecular diffusion between 
adsorbed H-D monolayers on graphite has been observed5 to 
be of the order of 5 # 10–6 cm2/s near the triple point (17 K). 
This value increases by an order of magnitude at 30 K for 
adsorbed monolayers, but this temperature obviously cannot 
be obtained in the unpressurized solid. Molecular diffusion 
in the bulk may be enhanced for D-T mixtures because of the 
large amount of energy (~12 keV average) deposited locally 
from b decay, thus raising the neighboring temperature and 
disassociating molecular bonds.
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The average percentage D2 concentration gradient in the H-D mixture as a 
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It may be argued that scattering sites in the bottom of the 
sample are producing the apparent concentration gradient. 
These could originate from the large temperature excursion that 
the bottom of the sample undergoes during the freezing of the 
entire sample and the subsequent thermal contraction creating 
microcracks. This hypothesis is not supported by a plot of the 
absorption coefficient gradient as a function of initial bottom 
minus final top temperature (Fig. 105.31). In fact, observ-
able cracks and striations do appear in the sample during the 
freeze duration but generally anneal out during the course of 
solidification. In addition, the absorption coefficient gradients 
for samples of individual isotopes are ~10–4 1/mm2—several 
orders of magnitude less than those for the mixtures—indicat-
ing that no scattering-induced gradients are present.
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for extrapolating the D2 concentration gradient present in a 
weakly absorbing 25:50:25% mixture of H2, HD, and D2 from 
more absorptive mixtures.

Another indication that significant fractionation does not 
occur in a H-D mixture is the thermodynamic properties of 
the solidification process. Each H-D mixture does not have a 
specific triple point but exhibits a first-freezing temperature 
and solidifies over a finite temperature range. First, consider 
the 25:50:25% mixture of H2, HD, and D2. The temperature 
at which the mixture begins to freeze (i.e., the first-freezing 
temperature) i is given by

 ,f T ,i tp i
i

= #i ` j/  (2)

where fi and Ttp,i are the molecular fraction and triple point 
of the ith component, respectively. Values for this mixture are 
shown in Table 105.I. Molecular fractions in the table are based 
on both the pressurization schedule of the gas reservoir when 
the sample was prepared and on an independent measurement 
of the sample using cryogenic gas chromatography.12 Experi-
mentally, the first-freezing temperature for the mixture was 
16.53 K and the mixture had completely frozen at ~16.1 K. 
This implies that complete fractionation does not occur in the 
mixture since the H2 fraction would not have begun to freeze 
until 13.96 K. Indeed, if the D2 had initially frozen out of 
solution, the remaining HD-H2 mixture would not have begun 
to freeze until 15.72 K, well below the 16.1 K experimentally 
determined last-freezing temperature.

The first- and last-freezing temperatures were measured for 
each H-D mixture. As the temperature at the top of the sample 
was reduced, the highest temperature at the bottom of the 

sample at which crystallites began forming was recorded as the 
first-freezing temperature. Likewise, the highest temperature 
at the top of the sample at which the sample had completely 
frozen was recorded as the last-freezing temperature. The 
data points are shown in Fig. 105.33. This plot is indicative 
of a classic completely soluble isomorphous system.13 Such 
behavior is not unreasonable since the chemical, and therefore 
crystallographic, nature of each isotope is identical.
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The experimentally measured first- and last-freezing temperatures (diamonds 
and circles, respectively) indicate that the H-D mixtures form a completely 
soluble isomorphous system. The upper line is from Eq. (2) and uses the known 
concentration of each mixture and the triple point of each molecule. The lower 
curve is a third-order least squares polynomial fit to the experimental data. The 
error bars indicate the !50 mK uncertainty in the measured temperatures.

Conclusions
The average absorption coefficient of the D2 in a H2-D2 

mixture was measured as a function D2 molecular fraction. The 
absorption coefficient varies exponentially with D2 concentra-
tion. This is expected since the relatively large concentrations 
of D2 in the H-D mixture used in this study deviate from the 

Table 105.I: Calculated first-freezing temperatures for the 25:50:25% H2:HD:D2 mixture using Eq. (2). 
Molecular fractions are based on both the pressurization schedule of the gas reservoir when 
the sample was prepared and on an independent measurement of the sample using cryogenic 
gas chromatography. The final column is the first-freezing temperature of the remaining 
33:67% H2:HD mixture if the D2 completely froze out of the solution first.

Molecule Triple point (K) Mass fraction 
from pressure

Mass fraction from 
mass spectrometer

Mass fraction 
with frozen D2

H2 13.96 0.249!0.005 0.26!0.02 1/3

HD 16.60 0.495!0.005 0.50!0.02 2/3

D2 18.73 0.256!0.005 0.24!0.02 0

First-freezing 
temperature (K) 16.49 16.42 15.72

Experimentally, the first-freezing temperature for the frozen mixture was 16.53 K and the mixture had 
completely frozen at ~16 K. This implies that complete fractionation does not occur in the mixture. 
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low-concentration linear regime over which Beer’s Law is valid. 
There was little separation of the isotopes during the solidifica-
tion process. The maximum spatial concentration gradients are 
of the order of 0.02  to 0.05 molecular fraction per millimeter. 
The average D2 concentration gradient (percentage) is great-
est for the lowest concentrations. The absorption coefficient’s 
gradient was also measured and appears to be inversely pro-
portional to the cooling time, which may be indicative of solid 
diffusion. Thermodynamically, the mixtures form a completely 
soluble isomorphous system since the mixture solidifies over 
a finite temperature range for all concentrations. Possible 
fractionation during solid-to-vapor-to-solid mass transfer as 
a result of sublimation and refreezing will be investigated in 
a future study.

Another observation is that the absorption coefficient for 
deuterium in the 25:50:25% H2:HD:D2 mixture is nearly twenty 
times lower (0.017 mm–1 versus 0.317 mm–1 for pure D2). This 
is attributed to the simultaneous transition absorption require-
ment of two neighboring D2 molecules. Therefore, the inter-
ference of non-D2 molecules between adjacent D2 molecules 
makes the 3-mm-thick H-D mixture >96% transmissive even 
though one in four molecules is D2. Compare this with a 40% 
transmission for a pure D2 sample. This will greatly increase 
the time necessary to layer a D-T–filled capsule using IR-
enhanced b-layering versus IR layering with pure D2 using an 
IR laser tuned to the 3162 cm–1 absorption band of D2.14 One 
solution is to pump the DT molecule at 2888 cm–1, the wave 
number for the peak absorption for DT.15 In comparison to 25% 
D2, DT makes up 50% of the D-T mixture and, extrapolating 
the data in Fig. 105.29 to similar behavior with DT concentra-
tion, will absorb significantly more IR radiation than the D2 
in the mixture.

Appendix
The Beer–Lambert Law takes on various forms: A = altc, 

,I I et
tc

0 = -al  and ,logA I It0= ` j  with a = alc = 4rk/m, where 
A is the absorbance, I0 is the intensity of the incident light, It is 
the intensity after passing through the material, t is the distance 
that the light travels through the material (i.e., the path length), 
c is the concentration of absorbing species in the material (mole 
solute per mole solvent), al is the molar absorption coefficient, 
a is the bulk absorption coefficient, m is the wavelength of the 
light, and k is the extinction coefficient. In this treatment, since 
a is a strong nonlinear function of concentration, it will be used 
instead of the molar absorption coefficient.

The transmission data must be corrected to account for the 
change in reflectivity of the sample cell upon vaporization of 

the solid hydrogen sample. Incorporating Beer’s Law above, 
the transmitted intensity It with the solid in the sample cell is 
given by

 ,I I T T T et
t

0 1
4

2
2

3
2

=
-a  

where I0 is the incident intensity, a is the absorption coeffi-
cient for the solid hydrogen, t is the sample thickness, and the 
transmittances T are for the interfaces given in Fig. 105.34. 
After vaporization,
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Figure 105.34
The attenuation of the sample beam as it passes through the sample cell 
with and without the solid hydrogen. Both the increase in absorption from 
the presence of the solid slab and the reduction in reflectivity at the internal 
boundaries of the cell’s windows due to its presence must be accounted for 
to obtain an accurate absorption coefficient.
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The refractive indices n are those shown in Fig. 105.34. 
Letting

 ,
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l

_

^

i

h
 

 T e t
=

b

-a

 and .
ln

t
T

=-a
b^ h

 

Therefore, by measuring It and Ilt, taking their quotient T, and 
correcting it using b = 0.964 at m = 3.16 nm for these materials, 
the absorption coefficient can be measured.
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Introduction
The need of using cryogenic hydrogenic fuels in inertial con-
finement fusion (ICF) ignition targets has been well established. 
Efficient implosion of such targets has mandated keeping the 
adiabat of the main fuel layer at low levels to ensure drive 
energies are kept at a reasonable minimum. In fact, it has 
been shown by many authors that the minimum drive energy 
of an ICF implosion scales roughly as the square of the fuel 
adiabat.1–3 The use of cryogenic fuels helps meet this require-
ment and has therefore become the standard in most ICF 
ignition designs.

To date, most theoretical ICF ignition target designs have 
assumed a homogenous layer of deuterium–tritium (DT) fuel 
kept roughly at or just below the triple point. Such assumptions 
have lead to several promising ICF target designs4–7 that have 
numerically demonstrated ignition and burn under a variety of 
illumination schemes. Recent work done at the Laboratory for 
Laser Energetics (LLE), however, has indicated the possibility 
that, as cryogenic fuel layers are formed inside an ICF capsule, 
isotopic dissociation of the tritium (T), deuterium (D), and DT 
can take place, leading to a “fractionation” of the final ice layer. 

Role of Hydrogen Fractionation in ICF Ignition Target Designs

Fractionation, as illustrated in Fig. 105.35, can lead to isolated 
areas of the ice layer that are either T rich or D rich. Under 
such circumstances, the performance and overall viability of 
previous ignition designs need to be examined.

Motivation
The possibility of isotopic dissociation leading to frac-

tionation within cryogenic hydrogenic fusion fuels was first 
proposed by Prigogine8 with initial experimental investigations 
carried out by Bienfait.9,10 It is surmised that, because of the 
different triple point temperatures of the various constituent 
molecules (T2, D2, and DT), as a cryogenic layer is formed, the 
individual constituents freeze-out separately from the whole. 
As shown in Fig. 105.35, such a situation could lead to large 
volumes of the cryogenic layer being totally devoid of DT 
molecules. The significance of this can be understood when 
examining the thermonuclear reaction rates for these three 
molecules as a function of temperature, as shown in Fig. 105.36. 
The expected operating temperature for inertial confinement 
ignition target designs, as they approach the ignition threshold, 
is typically held to be in the 8- to 12-keV range.11 As can be 
seen in Fig. 105.36, the reaction rates for both the T + T and 

Figure 105.35
(a) Fractionation of isotopic hydrogen mixtures can occur because of the variance in the triple point. (b) Such fractionation could lead to isolated fuel layers.
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D + D reactions are several orders of magnitude lower than 
that for the D + T reaction.12

Several initial scenarios of fractionation, as illustrated in 
Fig. 105.35(b), considered complete separation of the constitu-
ents into unique and isolated regions of the cryogenic layer. 
The overall effect of the fractionation on target performance 
is then dependent on the preponderance and spatial deposition 
of the separated fusion-fuel molecules. Of particular note is 
the scenario in which the D2 molecules are the very last spe-
cies to solidify. Such a scenario is illustrated in Fig. 105.37(a), 
where a solid D2 crust has formed on the inner surface of the 
ice layer. This is particularly damaging in that when a normal 
ignition experiment is assembling in preparation for ignition, 
a central hot spot is required to form at the very center of the 
target. The majority of the material in this hot spot is made 
up from the mass from the inner few microns of the ice layer, 
which, because of the large temperature present at the center 
due to viscous work, has ablated into the region. As the ablated 
material is heated, the need for large concentrations of fusing 
DT molecules and their fusion by-product alpha particles for 
the initiation of the ignition process is obvious.

The effect of such a scenario on target performance can 
be quickly examined using the 1-D radiation-hydrodynamic 
computer code LILAC.13 Several ignition implosion simulations 
were considered in which the inner surface of cryogenic DT 
fuel was replaced by solid D2, as illustrated in Fig. 105.37(a). As 
shown in Fig. 105.37(b), as this inner layer increases in depth, 
target performance begins to degrade until eventually the target 
fails to achieve ignition. This behavior is due to the increasingly 
DT-depleted fuel that is being ablated into the hot-spot region, 
failing to produce the necessary alpha particle deposition in 
the cold, dense fuel surrounding the hot spot.

Another aspect of complete fractionation is the possible for-
mation of a polar cap of pure T2. Simulations of such scenarios 
require the implementation of a 2-D radiation-hydrodynamics 
computer code such as DRACO.14,15 An extreme example of 
the effect of complete polar separation is given in Fig. 105.38(a). 
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Figure 105.37
(a) Complete inner fractionation denies the ignition hot spot of the necessary 
tritium, which, (b) in abstenia, can preclude ignition.
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Thermonuclear cross sections for the five most easily activated fusion reac-
tions indicate that DT fusion is the most easily obtained for ICF implosions. 
(Figure courtesy of the University of California/Lawrence Livermore National 
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Here we consider not only the formation of a northern pole cap 
of T2 but, in addition, assume that a southern pole of pure D2 
has also formed. An isodensity plot of this target implosion 
taken at a time in the experiment after the thermonuclear blast 
wave has moved through the DT-rich part of the target in the 
equatorial regions is shown in Fig. 105.38(b). What is apparent 
in the density plot is that the polar regions of the target have 
not been able to participate in the burn because of the lack of 
DT. As such, while the burn wave has severely decompressed 
the equatorial regions, the polar caps have remained at very 
high densities because of the compressional nature of the ICF 
implosion. The overall performance of this design has suf-
fered dramatically with the gain dropping from 45 to about 15. 

Results such as these clearly indicate the need to experimentally 
determine the possibility and overall extent of hydrogenic 
fractionation in ICF ignition capsules.

Experimental Setup
An experimental test bed to investigate the isotopic fraction-

ation of fusion fuels was designed, built, and implemented at 
LLE, as illustrated in Fig. 105.39. The system was designed for 
use with nonradioactive isotopes and, as such, only examines 
fractionation scenarios involving H2:HD:D2 mixtures. We 
have investigated the possibility of fractionation using a deu-
terium–hydrogen (H–D) mixture with a similar isotopic ratio 
to the D–T mixture to be used in future cryogenic experiments 

Figure 105.38
(a) A polar cap fractionation scenario exempts 
the DT-poor poles from the ignited burn, reduc-
ing the performance of a high-gain implosion. 
(b) High-density polar regions are evidence of 
nonburning fuel.

Figure 105.39
A H2/HD/D2 fractionation test bed is used to measure 
the IR absorption coefficient in a cryogenically solidi-
fied mixture.
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(25% H2, 50% HD, and 25% D2) along with a slow-freezing 
protocol (–10 mK/h over a ~1-K range) that has been demon-
strated to produce good-quality targets using the OMEGA 
Cryogenic Target Handling System. A focused beam from a 
Pb:salt laser tuned to the 3162 cm–1 absorption band of D2 is 
raster scanned across a 6-mm-diam, 3-mm-thick sample of the 
mixture to determine the D2 concentration as a function of posi-
tion. This process was performed on samples that were solidi-
fied over several hours to several days to look for differences 
in fractionation due to diffusion of the different molecules to 
the liquid/solid interface as the sample was cooled.

Several mixtures of various H2:D2 ratios were examined in 
addition to the 25:50:25% H2:HD:D2 mixture. By plotting the 
absorption coefficient of the D2 in the H–D as a function of 
the D2 fraction in the mixture, the slope can be used to quan-
tify a transmission gradient as a concentration gradient. The 
absorption coefficient for D2 in a H–D mixture was found to be 
exponentionally dependent on the D2 molecular fraction in the 
mixture, as illustrated in Fig. 105.40. From this, a maximum 
D2 concentration gradient of 0.02 to 0.05 molecular fraction 
per millimeter was observed for the samples, as shown in 
Fig. 105.41. The average D2 concentration gradient (percent-
age) is greatest for the 25% molecule fraction of D2, which is 
representative of the 25:50:25% H2:HD:D2 mixture. The large 
error bars shown for the lowest concentrations indicate the 
signal-to-noise ratio in the measurement is smallest when the 
sample is the least absorptive.

Experimental Results
A complete and thorough discussion of the experimental 

results are presented earlier in this issue in Isotopic Frac-
tionation During Solidification of H2–HD–D2 Mixtures 

on pp. 29–32. We have included a subset of this discussion to 
establish the relevant experimental initial conditions needed 
in the numerical modeling of fractionation.

Initial experiments focused on answering the question of 
whether or not complete fractionation, the situation where 
regions of pure, single isotopes freeze-out separately, occurs for 
these types of isotopes. Of particular interest was the experi-
mentally observed, “first-freezing” (FF) temperature of a given 
cryogenic sample. The FF temperature is the temperature of 
the cryostat at which definitive crystal growth is observed. For 
pure samples or cases of complete fractionation, this would, of 
course, be the normal triple point of the material as given in 
Table 105.I on p. 32. Also given in the table are approximations 
for the FF temperature based on various models for the mass 
fraction of a given mixture. The FF temperature is calculated 
from a weighted sum of the product of the assumed isotopic 
mass fraction fi and its appropriate triple point temperature 
Ttp,i as given by

 .f T ,i
i

tp i#/  

From this approximation one can see that the FF temperature 
for this mixture should lie in the range from 15.72 to 16.49 K. 
Additionally, the entire mixture should freeze-out into a layer 
when the FF temperature is reached and held constant. 

The experiment was conducted and attention was focused 
on the mixture as the cryostat temperature approached the first 
triple point of the mixture constituents (deuterium) at 18.73 K. 
No appreciable crystal growth was observed. The same was 
true when the cryostat temperature reached and fell below the 
triple point of the HD molecule at 16.60 K. This experiment 
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The average absorption coefficient of the D2 in a H2–D2 mixture was mea-
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was repeated several times with the same results and indicates 
the absence of complete fractionation in cryogenic fusion fuels. 
As the experiment proceeded, it was only at a temperature of 
16.53 K that appreciable crystal growth appeared. However, the 
entire sample did not freeze-out into a layer as the temperature 
was held constant. It was only after the cryostat temperature 
was further lowered to 16.10 K that total solidification of the 
mixture was observed. While the results from these experi-
ments indicated that complete fractionation of cryogenic fuel 
layers does not take place, the differential temperatures 
required to freeze the entire sample did indicate the presence 
of low levels of fractionation within the mixture.

Additional experiments that examined the spatial depen-
dence of the IR transmission coefficient of a cryogenic sample 
layered within the low-vibration cryostat were then carried 
out. As illustrated in Fig. 105.42, the experimental system 
recorded a spatial variation in the transmission coefficient of 
the cryogenic sample. Figure 105.42 also shows the singular 
transmission levels for pure H2 and D2 samples. From this 
image it is clear that fractionation has occurred within the 
cryogenic fusion-fuel layer. Interpretation of the variance in 
transmission indicates that fractionation levels in the sample 
are in excess of 5% from one side of the cell to the other and 
could in fact be as high as 10% overall. 
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Figure 105.42
The absorption coefficient of the D2 in the H/D mixture is less than 1/20th 
of that for pure D2.

Numerical Results
A numerical fractionation scenario based on the above 

experimental results was constructed and studied. The par-
ticular metric investigated was the effect of the fractionation 
on target gain. Using the template illustrated in Fig. 105.43, 
the north polar fractionation within the target was numerically 
varied up to levels of 100%. As the level of fractionation was 
increased past ~30%, the increasing lack of DT at the poles 

of the target began disrupting the target performance. As can 
be seen in Fig. 105.44, this process can degrade target perfor-
mance from a gain of 45 for perfect ice down to less than 10 for 
the cases with high levels of fractionation. For small levels of 
fractionation, the ignition and burn phases of the implosion 
proceed almost completely unaffected by the redistribution of 
the fusion fuel within the target. It is helpful to remember that in 
most ICF ignition designs the burnup fraction of fusion fuel is 
typically only in the 10%–15% range by molecule. As such, the 
target performance is relatively unaffected by small changes in 
the distribution of the fusion-fuel molecules. As was discussed 
earlier, however, as the amount of DT within a specific volume 
of the target is reduced, the likelihood of that region participat-
ing in the ignition burn wave is greatly diminished.

Another indication of how increasing fractionation perturbs 
target performance can be seen from a comparison of the 

Figure 105.43
(a) Isotopic hydrogen (H2/HD/D2) fractionation in a solution has been 
observed in the laboratory at levels approaching 10%. (b) This information 
was used to construct a set of initial conditions for numerical studies of 
fractionation in ICF target designs.
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isodensity contour plots given as insets in Fig. 105.44. These 
contours, drawn on the same legend, demonstrate the symmet-
ric decompression of the ice layer in the low fractionation cases. 
While similar decompression is apparent in the lower hemi-
sphere of the high-fractionation case, the north polar region has 
remained at high compressed densities because of the region’s 
inability to participate in the DT thermonuclear burn.

While the effects of high levels of fractionation on target 
performance are disturbing, the good news is that, given the 
experimental evidence to date, current estimates of the levels 
of fractionation in NIF ignition target designs are not expected 
to exceed 10%. As such, fractionation is not viewed as a major 
threat to the overall performance of ICF ignition design planned 
for experiments on the NIF, as illustrated as the shaded region 
of Fig. 105.44.

Conclusion
The need of using cryogenic hydrogenic fuels in ICF ignition 

target designs has been well established. Efficient implosion of 
such targets has mandated keeping the adiabat of the main fuel 
layer at low levels to ensure drive energies are kept at a reason-
able minimum. To date, most theoretical ICF ignition target 
designs have assumed a homogenous layer of DT fuel kept 
roughly at or just below the triple point. However, recent work 
done at LLE has indicated the possibility that, as cryogenic fuel 
layers are formed inside an ICF capsule, isotopic dissociation 
of the T, D, and DT can take place, leading to a “fractionation” 

of the final ice layer. Fractionation studies of fusion-like fuels 
(H/HD/D) have demonstrated the existence of fractionation 
in ICF cryogenic fuel layers. However, numerical simulations 
of ignition target designs, using experimental fractionation 
scenarios, indicate that small levels of fractionation (~10%) are 
acceptable for ignition performance on the NIF.
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Fractionation levels in excess of ~30% are required before ignition target 
performance is affected. Current estimates place a 10% upper limit on the 
fractionation—too low to degrade target performance.
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Introduction
Polar direct drive (PDD)1 provides a viable path for direct-
drive ignition on the National Ignition Facility (NIF).2 Ideally, 
direct-drive ignition experiments require a symmetric arrange-
ment3–5 of high-powered UV laser beams pointed at the target 
center with focal spots that fill and overlap the spherical target 
surface. The NIF will be configured initially for x-ray drive, 
however, with the beams arranged around the polar axes to 
illuminate the interior of cylindrical hohlraums via entrance 
holes located at either end of the cylinder.6 The PDD concept 
will enable direct-drive ignition experiments on the NIF while 
it is in the x-ray-drive configuration. Polar direct drive achieves 
uniform drive by repointing the beams, designing the on-tar-
get spot shapes with customized phase plates,7,8 employing 
an optional CH ring that surrounds the equatorial region and 
acts as a plasma lens, refracting laser energy back toward the 
target (referred to as the Saturn target, see Ref. 9), and taking 
advantage of the NIF’s flexible pulse-shaping capability. 

The PDD concept is currently under experimental investiga-
tion on the OMEGA Laser System.8 The goal of the experi-
ments was to provide an understanding (both experimentally 
and through simulation) of the laser absorption characteristics 

Polar-Direct-Drive Simulations and Experiments

resulting from repointing the beams and to test the ability to 
drive PDD implosions that obtain yields close to energy-equiva-
lent symmetric-drive implosions. The common CH targets pro-
vide an adequate test bed for this purpose. (Surrogate cryogenic 
targets that scale to NIF designs are being planned for future 
experiments.) As shown in Fig. 105.45(a), a 40-beam subset of 
the 60-beam OMEGA laser has been chosen to emulate the 
NIF x-ray-drive configuration. Both the standard PDD and 
Saturn target designs utilize the OMEGA laser in this 40-beam 
configuration. Figure 105.45(b) illustrates how the beams are 
repointed for OMEGA PDD experiments. The Saturn target9 
employs an equatorial CH ring to refract laser energy from the 
obliquely pointed beams toward the target equator. Radiation 
from the CH ring also plays a role in driving the equator. The 
initial simulation and evaluation of these experiments was 
performed using the hydrodynamics code SAGE.10 Present 
work uses the hydrodynamics code DRACO,11 an arbitrary 
Lagrangian Eulerian (ALE) code that includes both radiation 
transport and fusion particle production and transport as well as 
a full 3-D laser ray-trace deposition package. DRACO can also 
be configured to run in a sliding-grid Eulerian mode (which is 
necessary to simulate the Saturn targets to support the shock 
transit in the space between the CH ring and the target).

Figure 105.45
(a) Illustration of beam port positions for the NIF and OMEGA indirect-drive configurations. A 40-beam subset of the 60-beam OMEGA Laser System 
emulates the NIF indirect-drive configuration. (b) The beam pointing schemes described in this paper for the OMEGA PDD program. Rings 1 and 2 (each 
hemisphere) have five beams each, while Ring 3 (each hemisphere) has ten beams for a total of forty beams. All beams in a ring are offset in the far-field 
plane perpendicular to the central beam axis (as indicated by the thin arrows) by the amount shown in Table 105.II. The placement of the Saturn ring is also 
indicated (not to scale).
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In OMEGA Experiments and Simulations (p. 42), 
OMEGA PDD experiments and simulations are presented 
and compared for both types of PDD targets. The DRACO 
simulations of the OMEGA experiments presented here ana-
lyze the low-� -mode behavior due to beam overlap and the 
increased refractive losses due to repointing the beams toward 
the equator. The angular resolution used in these simulations 
was 80 zones over a 90° wedge; the low-� -mode structure up 
to mode � = 22 is adequately resolved. (Note: there is only 
significant power in modes up to � = 6.) The long-wavelength 
effects of energy balance and beam mispointing as well as the 
short-wavelength behavior of single-beam nonuniformity are 
currently under investigation. Good agreement is found by 
comparing x-ray framing-camera images with DRACO simula-
tions. These implosions were all simulated in the sliding-grid 
Eulerian mode to make a consistent comparison with the Saturn 
simulations that require Eulerian hydrodynamics.

In NIF Simulations (p. 46), substantial gain is predicted 
with NIF-scale, 2-D DRACO implosion simulations. The simu-
lated standard PDD targets consist of cryogenically layered 
deuterium–tritium (DT) encased with a wetted hydrocarbon 
(CH) foam12,13 and a thin CH overcoat layer. The DRACO 
simulations for the NIF also included the effect of the low-� -
mode behavior due to beam overlap and repointing and were 
simulated in the ALE mode. For 1.36 MJ of laser energy, the 
PDD target gives a gain of 20. In comparison, the gain is 33 if 
the same target is driven symmetrically with 1.0 MJ of laser 
energy. The compressed core near stagnation consists of a 
40-nm-radius, 10-keV region with a neutron-averaged tr of 
1270 mg/cm2. The importance of maintaining both shell and 
shock-front uniformity is stressed. 

OMEGA Experiments and Simulations
Experimental confirmation of 2-D DRACO hydrodynamic 

simulations has been obtained by making comparisons with 
PDD implosions14 carried out on OMEGA. The implosions 
were performed with a nominal room-temperature target con-
sisting of 865-nm-diam, 19.7-nm-thick (experimental average) 
glow-discharge polymer shells filled with D2 gas at a pressure 
of 15 atm. This type of target has been used extensively on 
OMEGA.10,15–17 All capsules were coated with 500 Å of Al 
to act as a gas retention barrier and are held in place by 17-nm 
boron fibers glued to the target surface. (Note that the Al layer 
and boron fibers were not simulated.) The capsule diameters 
were measured to an accuracy of 1 nm and the shell thick-
ness to 0.2 nm. The Saturn targets reported here consisted 
of the same capsule supported by three 10-nm-diam alumina 
“spokes” (which were not simulated), again glued to the target 

surface, inside a CH ring of circular cross section with a 1.1-mm 
major radius and a 150-nm minor radius (shots with a 1.25-mm 
major radius were also measured but not simulated). The laser 
drive was a 1-ns flat pulse with ~390 J per beam employing 
1-THz, 2-D smoothing by spectral dispersion18–21 with polar-
ization smoothing.17 The 40 OMEGA beams were repointed for 
PDD with a typical accuracy of 15-nm rms using the technique 
described by Forties and Marshall (Ref. 22). Figure 105.45(b) 
depicts the beam-pointing scheme used for the experiments and 
simulations described in this work. Table 105.II details the con-
figurations, giving the lateral offsets from the central beam axis 
in the far-field plane for three different cases. Figure 105.45(b) 
also indicates the placement of the Saturn ring.

Table 105.II: PDD offsets, Dr (nm)

Case Ring 1 Ring 2 Ring 3

A Shot 38502 
Shot 39281

90 120 120

B Shot 34669 91 188 196

C Proposed 74 61 180

As in Refs. 10 and 14, the imploding targets were diagnosed 
by framed x-ray backlighting. The framing cameras were con-
figured to operate at a magnification of 6 with 10-nm pinholes 
and an effective resolution of ~11 nm. Each frame’s integration 
time was ~50 ps and the absolute time of a frame was deter-
mined by noting the time of backlighter onset (known to be 
better than 10 ps). Au backlighters were used with a broadband 
emission ranging from 2.2 to 2.5 keV. Two backlighters were 
available, one viewing the target from just below the equator 
(iva = 101°) and one well above the equator (iva = 63°). The 
latter provided a view of the partially imploded plasma even 
in the presence of a Saturn ring. The delay of the backlighter 
beams was +0.9 ns relative to the beginning of the laser pulse. 
All beams used the same 1-ns flattop pulse shape with 100-ps 
rise and fall times. Peak power occurred from 0.1 ns to 1.0 ns. 
Backlit radiographs were obtained after the end of the drive 
pulse (~1.1 ns to 1.7 ns). Stagnation occurs around 1.9 ns. 

X-ray radiography was used to measure the magnitude of 
deviations from spherical symmetry. Early in time, the devia-
tions from sphericity are small and the streaked and framed 
x-ray imaging shows that the shell trajectory closely matches 
the predictions of 1-D simulations.10 Later in time, however, 
the deviations become larger and increasingly important. The 
evolution of the shell distortion can be seen in Fig. 105.46(a), 
where three backlit framed x-ray images taken at times t = 
1.23, 1.49, and 1.68 ns are shown for OMEGA shot 38502 
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(19.6-nm CH shell thickness), as viewed from the angle iva = 
101°. This shot utilized the pointing intended for a Saturn 
target (case A of Table 105.II) but the target was shot with-
out the external CH ring; therefore, strong distortions were 
expected around the equatorial plane where the target was 
underdriven. The DRACO simulation of this experimental 
shot was post-processed with the code SPECT3D (Ref. 23) to 
simulate an x-ray backlighter at the same viewing angle. The 
DRACO/SPECT3D-simulated x-ray radiograph results of shot 
38502 are shown in Fig. 105.46(b) at times corresponding to the 

experimental images. Both the size and shape of the simulated 
radiographs are close to those observed.

To provide a quantitative comparison between simulations 
and experiments, the locations of the x-ray radiograph minima 
of an OMEGA experiment and the simulated x-ray radiograph 
from a DRACO/SPECT3D simulation can be plotted [as a 
function of angle (il) from the vertical image axis]. The x-ray 
radiograph minima of OMEGA shot 38502 at the viewing angle 
iva = 63° as a function of angle (il) are shown in Fig. 105.47(a) 
(circles) taken at 1.68 ns, which was extracted from the x-ray 
radiograph shown in Fig. 105.47(b). The typical error in deter-
mining the position of the minimum is !2 nm, as indicated by 
the example error bar in Fig. 105.47(a).

The data points extracted from a simulated radiograph 
are sufficiently smooth that they are well represented by a 
Legendre polynomial fit. These data are also extracted with 

Figure 105.46
(a) Experimental x-ray framing-camera images. The dark rings (minimum 
x-ray transmission) indicate the evolution of the shell distortion. The times t = 
1.2, 1.5, and 1.7 ns are shown for a standard PDD target on OMEGA for shot 
38502. (b) Simulated x-ray radiographs at corresponding times produced from 
DRACO simulations that have been post-processed by SPECT3D. Note that 
the pointing used for this shot is intended for a Saturn target. The radiographs 
are imaged from TIM-5 at iva = 101°.
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Figure 105.47
(a) The radii of the x-ray transmission minimum as a function of image polar 
angle (il) are shown for OMEGA standard-PDD shot 38502 as circles at 
1.68 ns relative to a radius of 93.1 nm. A Legendre polynomial fit to the simu-
lated radiograph data is displayed as the black line at 1.7 ns relative to a radius 
of 94.3 nm. The peak-to-peak deviations are 15 nm for the experimental data 
and 13 nm for the DRACO/SPECT3D simulation. (b) The experimental and 
(c) simulated radiographs. The radiographs are imaged at iva = 63°.
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an error of !2 nm. Since the imploding shells are observed 
at an angle to the symmetry axis, it is necessary to transform 
the image’s polar angle into the natural coordinates of the 
Legendre modes, viz.

 ,cos cos sin va=i i il] ] _g g i  (1)

where i is the polar angle of the spherical coordinate system 
aligned with the target pole and iva is the viewing angle used 
in the experiment. The Legendre decomposition over the first 
six modes is given by

 ,cosR A Pexp l
l

l
1

6
= $i i

-
l] ]g g6 @/  (2)

where Pl is the Legendre polynomial of order l. This fit approxi-
mates the shape of the radiograph to that of a cut through an ide-
alized thin shell. No significant modes above � = 6 were found, 
so only the fits up to 6 were included. A Legendre polynomial 
fit to the transmission minima from the DRACO/SPECT3D-
simulated x-ray radiograph [Fig. 105.47(c)] is found and plotted 
in Fig. 105.47(a) (thick line) for the simulation time of 1.7 ns. 
The peak-to-peak deviations are 15 nm for the experimental 
data and 13 nm for the DRACO simulation. 

(a) OMEGA shot 39281 (TIM-4 view)

(b) DRACO/Spect3D (simulation)

t = 1.21 ns

t = 1.2 ns

t = 1.46 ns t = 1.65 ns

t = 1.5 ns t = 1.7 ns

200 nm

200 nm
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Figure 105.48
(a) Experimental x-ray framing-camera images indicating the evolution of the shell for a Saturn target on OMEGA shot 39281 at times t = 1.2, 1.5, and 1.7 ns. 
(b) Simulated x-ray radiographs using DRACO and SPECT3D. The radiographs are imaged at iva = 63°.

The framed x-ray radiographs for a Saturn target taken at 
times t = 1.21, 1.46, and 1.65 ns for OMEGA shot 39281 (19.7-nm 
shell thickness) are shown in Fig. 105.48(a) with the same 
beam pointings (case A of Table 105.II). DRACO/SPECT3D-
simulated x-ray radiographs are shown in Fig. 105.48(b) at 
similar times. Lineouts as a function of ,il  similar to those of 
Fig. 105.47(a), are shown at ~1.65 ns in Fig. 105.49 with the 
experimental data as circles and the DRACO/SPECT3D data 
as a solid line. The peak-to-peak deviations are 10 nm for the 
raw data and 9 nm for the DRACO simulation. The effect of 
the external CH ring is readily observed by noting that the 
equatorial bulge around the equator has been decreased [com-
pare Figs. 105.46 and 105.48 and Figs. 105.47(a) and 105.49] 
because of increased laser-energy deposition and radiation 
from the CH ring, which together increase the drive in the 
equatorial region.10

Saturn targets have obtained the best experimental yields 
to date relative to energy-equivalent, 60-beam symmetrically 
driven targets. The measured DD neutron yields for both types 
of PDD targets (standard and Saturn) and, for comparison, 
the yields obtained from symmetrically irradiated targets 
(60 beams with an equivalent on-target energy of 15.3 kJ) are 
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shown in Fig. 105.50. The standard targets obtained ~35% 
of the symmetric target yields. The spoke-mounted Saturn 
targets obtained about 75% of the symmetric target yields. 
The DRACO-simulated yield for the energy-equivalent sym-
metric-drive shot 34644 (19.6-nm shell thickness) was 2.91 # 
1011 DD neutrons. This compares to the simulated yields for 
the standard PDD shot 34669 (19.3-nm shell thickness) and 
the Saturn shot 38291, 1.28 # 1011 and 1.73 # 1011 DD neutrons, 
respectively. The normalized yield results for two shots are 
summarized in Table 105.III. The Saturn target simulation yield 
increased relative to the standard PDD target but only by 34%, 
from 44% to 59%, whereas the experimental yield doubled 
(when comparing the standard PDD to the Saturn target).

Standard PDD targets can benefit from further optimization 
of pointing, spot shapes, and ring energy balance to produce 

results comparable to the current Saturn target designs. The 
benefit of finding an optimized standard-PDD design is the 
ability to fabricate and shoot a cryogenic PDD target. The 
Saturn design is not practical for cryogenic targets. For the 
sake of comparison, a warm CH target is used here since 
current experimental and simulated results exist. The current 
pointings used for standard PDD (case B in Table 105.II) were 
chosen on the basis of the existing phase plates on OMEGA 
(super-Gaussian of order 3.7). An optimization algorithm 
(separate from DRACO) was run that automatically tunes the 
beam pointing and spot shapes for equal energy beams, given 
an absorption angular spectrum extracted from a DRACO 
simulation under similar conditions. Different results will be 
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Figure 105.49
The radius of the x-ray transmission minimum as a function of image polar 
angle (il) extracted from the 1.65-ns (right-hand) image of Fig. 105.48(a), 
shown as circles, relative to a radius of 101.7 nm. A Legendre polynomial fit 
to the simulated radiograph data extracted from the 1.7-ns (right-hand) image 
of Fig. 105.48(b) is displayed as the solid line relative to a radius of 106.6 nm. 
The peak-to-peak deviations are 10 nm for the experimental data and 9 nm 
for the DRACO simulation.

Figure 105.50
The measured DD neutron yields for both types of PDD targets (standard 
and Saturn) and, for comparison, the yields obtained from symmetrically 
irradiated targets (60 beams with the same on-target energy of 15.3 kJ). The 
standard-PDD targets obtained ~35% of the symmetric target yields. The 
Saturn targets obtained about 75% of the symmetric target yields. All shots 
employed a 1-ns flattop pulse with 100-ps rise and fall times. All PDD targets 
used optimal beam pointing (“A” of Table 105.II for Saturn, “B” for standard 
PDD). The Saturn shots with different major diameters are as indicated on the 
plot; the small symbols correspond to rmajor = 1100 nm and the large symbols 
correspond to rmajor = 1250 nm.

Table 105.III: Normalized experimental and simulation yields. The experimental yields 
are normalized to the energy-equivalent symmetric-drive experiment for 
shot 34644. The simulation yields are normalized to the simulation of the 
energy-equivalent symmetric-drive simulation.

Standard PDD 
shot 34669

Saturn shot 39281 
spoke mount

Experimental yield normalized to 
symmetric shot 34644 0.35 0.69

Simulation yield normalized to 
simulation of symmetric shot 34644 0.44 0.59
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obtained by making alternate choices of sampled absorption 
spectra. The nonuniformity during the acceleration phase plays 
an important role for the long-wavelength distortions charac-
teristic of PDD, especially when the laser energy is absorbed 
farther away from the critical surface around the equator. For 
this reason, the angular dependent absorption is taken during 
the acceleration phase at ~700 ps with the assumption that it 
is representative of the most influential period. The optimiza-
tion process first overlaps the beams onto a hard sphere while 
accounting for the angular dependence of absorption. The 
spot shapes are changed and also repointed to minimize the 
nonuniformity of the absorbed energy profile on the surrogate 
target sphere. The resultant pointing for the different beam 
rings is 74, 61, and 180 nm. The resulting spot shapes are super-
Gaussians of orders 2.58, 2.11, and 2.42, respectively, with 5% 
intensity contours located at 1.05# the target radius. Optimal 
PDD designs tend toward lower super-Gaussian orders because 
the narrower intensity peaks give the rings more independent 
control, particularly in the troublesome equatorial region; 
e.g., more energy can be delivered to the equator with minimal 
influence on the rest of the target. Additionally, the spot shapes 
are modulated by an order-10 super-Gaussian envelope with a 
5% intensity contour at the target radius to maximize the energy 
delivered to the target (especially by minimizing the over-the-
horizon energy near the equator). The energy of the first ring 
was derated by 15% to prevent overdrive in the polar region; 
as a consequence, the incident laser energy is only 14.8 kJ. 
The simulated absolute yield for this proposed configuration 

Figure 105.51
(a) The mass density for the OMEGA Saturn configuration near stagnation at 1.7 ns. (b) The mass density for the proposed OMEGA standard PDD configura-
tion at 1.7 ns and the same distance traveled. The yields relative to the simulation of the energy-equivalent symmetric target are 59% and 58%, respectively. 
The axis of symmetry is along the vertical axis; i.e., the pole is pointing upward.

is comparable to that of the Saturn design (using 15.6 kJ of 
laser energy), and the symmetry of the shell is very similar, as 
shown in Figs. 105.51(a) and 105.51(b). It is expected that the 
shell symmetry can be improved by further tuning the beam 
repointing and spot shapes. The yields relative to the simula-
tion of the energy-equivalent symmetric-drive target are 59% 
and 58%, respectively.

NIF Simulations
Cryogenic, DT-filled, wetted CH-foam targets show great 

promise for high PDD gains on the NIF.24 The four rings 
of beams in the NIF indirect-drive configuration shown in 
Fig. 105.45(a) are repointed into three rings which are logically 
grouped by the angle in which the beam centers intersect the 
initial target radius; they are designated as polar, midlatitude, 
and equatorial rings. The polar and midlatitude rings are 
typically not repointed by a significant amount, whereas the 
equatorial ring is repointed the most, amounting to a transverse 
shift in the far-field plane of ~850 nm.

A successfully igniting PDD target requires that both shell 
and shock-front uniformity be maintained at a high level 
throughout the drive pulse. The equator experiences the highest 
incident angles, which lead to higher refractive losses and lower 
hydrodynamic efficiency, 2-D effects such as lateral mass and 
heat flow become important, and the relative pointing changes 
as the critical surface moves inward. The shell uniformity can 
be compromised because of the dynamic nature of the low-� -
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mode distortions inherent in the PDD setup. Their effect can be 
controlled, however, through sufficient overall drive uniformity. 
The uniformity can be optimized through beam pointing, spot 
shape designs, and time-dependent pulse shaping. The energy 
deposited near the equator must be increased to compensate 
for the higher refractive losses (lower energy absorption) and 
lower hydrodynamic efficiency (due to the laser energy being 
deposited farther out in the corona). This can be accomplished 
by using elliptical spot shapes and/or higher power in the 
equatorial rings.25 The level of shock-front uniformity deter-
mines the symmetry of the shock-heated core and cannot be 
ignored. An improperly timed shock front can cause a design 
to fail because of a small and distorted shock-heated hot spot, 
whereas small adjustments during the foot pulse can make 
the same target ignite by developing a large and minimally 
distorted hot spot.

The NIF PDD target presented here is based on a 1.0-MJ, 
symmetric-drive, cryogenic, DT-filled, wetted CH-foam 
target with a thin CH overcoat that obtains a gain of 33. The 
interior DT vapor layer is 1380 nm in radius. The cryogenic 
DT ice layer is 180 nm thick. The wetted CH-foam layer is 
70 nm thick and is modeled by a uniform mass density of 
0.392 g/cm3. A thin CH layer overcoats the target and is 1.2 nm 
thick. The 1.0-MJ pulse shape used for this target is plotted 
in Fig. 105.52(a).

For the DRACO simulation of the cryogenic, DT-filled, 
wetted CH-foam target reported here, all the rings have the 
same primary spot shape: a low super-Gaussian order of 2.2. 
A secondary elliptical super-Gaussian of the same order is 
superimposed on the equatorial beams. It has an ellipticity of 
5, a relative strength (compared with the primary spot shape) 
of around 0.45, and a relative shift of 0.15 times the initial 
target radius. An equation for the composite equatorial spot 
can be written as 
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where . ,ln r0 05 t
sg/a ] g  sg / 2.2, and rt is the initial target 

radius. The secondary ellipse increases the energy deposition 
near the equator.

Beam repointing, spot shapes, and the relative pulse 
strengths of the different beams determine the in-flight shell 
uniformity. Initial guesses of the spot positions and the spot 

Figure 105.52
(a) Baseline 1.0-MJ pulse designed for a symmetrically driven NIF target. 
(b) Time-dependent multipliers giving the relative strengths of the three rings 
of beams (pole, midlatitude, and equator) in a standard PDD configuration. 
The three PDD pulses (baseline pulse multiplied by the relative strengths) 
represent 1.36 MJ overall. 
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shapes are found off-line from DRACO using the same optimi-
zation technique mentioned in the previous section. Fine-tuning 
of the beam pointing takes place by running further DRACO 
simulations. The repointings used for the simulations presented 
here are 23.5°, 44.5°, and 80° for the polar, midlatitude, and 
equatorial rings, respectively.

An active pulse-shape optimization process internal to 
DRACO is then invoked to determine the relative pulse 
strengths at each ring by minimizing shell nonuniformity 
throughout the simulations. The optimized pulse shapes divide 
roughly into two separate temporal regions: the foot and the 
main drive. During the foot, the conduction zone is relatively 
uniform and does not require a large amount of compensation 
near the equator for a drive similar to the pole. Thus, the rela-
tive strengths between the ring pulse shapes are not very dif-
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ferent. (Fine-tuning for the shock front will still be required.) 
As the main pulse ablates the shell at a higher rate, however, 
the conduction zone becomes progressively nonuniform with 
the greatest standoff distance (separation distance between 
the energy deposition region and the ablation surface) occur-
ring near the equator, and, consequently, the relative strengths 
between the ring pulse shapes are different with the most 
power given to the equatorial ring. The pulse shapes are then 
smoothed and fine-tuning takes place by adjusting the relative 
strengths after observing the shell and shock-front distortions 
during DRACO simulations. The main trend of the optimized 
pulse shapes increases the power in the equatorial beams rela-
tive to the other beams during the main drive. The smoothed 
pulse shapes vary continuously, which makes it difficult to 
adjust the relative factors between the different pulse shapes 
for each ring. It is found that using constant relative strengths 
in the foot that change to new constant factors during the main 
drive is adequate to tune the pulse shapes. The constant relative 
strengths in the foot and main drive sections of the pulse are 
initially chosen as the average value of the optimized pulses in 
each separate period. The constant relative strengths in the two 
sections of the pulse are independently adjusted to fine-tune 
the shell and shock-front uniformity.

Maintaining both the shell and shock-front uniformity is 
critical to obtaining substantial gains. Correcting only for the 
shell distortions can have a detrimental side effect of distort-
ing the shock front. If the shock front is distorted, nonuniform 
shock heating produces a misshaped and small hot spot (defined 
here as the 10-keV temperature contour, which does not neces-
sarily reflect the uniformity of the shell), leading to a failed 
target. The shell can have adequate uniformity at stagnation but 
with a severely distorted and small hot spot. When compared 
to a simulation that ignites, the 10-keV hot spot is large and 
conformal to the shell. 

The application of this design process is given here for 
an igniting NIF PDD target with the parameters given in the 
beginning of this section. The symmetric-drive target and 
1.0-MJ baseline pulse in Fig. 105.52(a) are used as a guide for 
tuning the ring pulse shapes by requiring that the shell trajec-
tory matches that of the symmetric case as close as possible. 
In addition, the shock-front uniformity must be high enough 
to produce a large hot spot. The constant multiplication fac-
tors of each of the three rings resulting from the optimization 
algorithm described above are calculated first based on the 
optimized spot shapes and ring repointings found outside 
of DRACO. Then the constant factors in the main pulse are 
adjusted to closely match the trajectory of the symmetric-drive 

case while also obtaining the best overall low-� -mode shell 
uniformity. Since only the pulse strengths of the three rings 
can be adjusted, a limited range of � modes can be controlled 
(typically � # 8). Once the shell uniformity is tuned, the rela-
tive shock strengths are tuned using the foot portion to improve 
the shock-front uniformity. The shell uniformity is not greatly 
affected by the typical adjustments needed during the foot to 
compensate for shock-front distortions. By this point the shock 
front has roughly the same symmetry as the shell but still needs 
improvement. It is adequate to compare the shock positions of 
the pole relative to the equator. The relative shock positions as 
a function of time with and without shock-front adjustments 
are plotted in Fig. 105.53. The fine-tuning of the shock-front 
uniformity aligns the shock front prior to ignition. Without the 
fine tuning, the misalignment is about 20 nm at 8.0 ns, whereas 
the tuned shock front achieves almost perfect alignment. The 
multiplication factors found after the complete tuning process 
are plotted in Fig. 105.52(b).
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Relative shock positions (shock position along the pole minus shock position 
along the equator) as a function of time with and without fine-tuning of the shock 
front for the NIF simulations. The dashed line is without fine-tuning. The solid 
line is after fine-tuning the shock front. The case with fine-tuning ignites. 

A DRACO simulation in ALE mode was run for the PDD 
cryogenic, DT-filled, wetted CH-foam target on a 90° wedge. 
The angular resolution used in the simulations was 60 zones 
over a 90° wedge; the low-� -mode structure up to mode � = 
16 is adequately resolved. The simulation used the 23.5°, 50°, 
and 80° pointings for the polar, midlatitude, and equatorial 
rings. The optimal pulse shapes for the three rings are plotted 
in Fig. 105.52. Simulated mass density and ion-temperature 
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profiles near the stagnation of this tuned design, at 8.12 ns, 
are shown in Fig. 105.54. The 10-keV hot-spot radius is about 
40 nm. This simulation produced a gain of 20 using a flux lim-
iter of 0.06 and required 1.36 MJ of laser energy for the PDD 
configuration compared with the 1.0 MJ required for symmetric 
drive with a gain of 33. The laser energy is higher because of 
the required compensation for losses at the equator.
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Figure 105.54
Mass density t and ion temperature contours in electron volts calculated by 
DRACO for a cryogenic, DT-filled, wetted CH-foam PDD target irradiated 
with 1.36 MJ of laser energy. The temperature contours show the formation 
of a ~40-nm-radius hot spot. This simulation predicts a gain of 20. The axis 
of symmetry is along the vertical axis; i.e., the pole is pointing upward.

Conclusions
The DRACO simulations of both standard-PDD and Saturn 

targets agreed well with the experiments during the accelera-
tion phase by observing the characteristics of the shell evolu-
tion in the experimental and simulated x-ray radiographs. The 
simulations also showed the same trend as the experiments in 
that the Saturn targets produced higher yields than the stan-
dard-PDD targets using the existing phase plates on OMEGA 
(super-Gaussian of the order of 3.7). An optimized standard-
PDD design was proposed that used customized phase plates, 
different pointings and power balance, and was able to produce 
a yield on par with the current Saturn design but with 5% less 
incident energy. Further optimization of OMEGA standard-
PDD designs is expected and is currently under investigation 
using the techniques described here and also by employing a 
shimmed CH ablator on the target. 

A 1.36-MJ, cryogenic DT, standard-PDD design for the 
NIF using the same targets as the 1.0-MJ symmetric-drive 
design ignited and produced a gain of 20 in a DRACO simu-
lation. The PDD design employed customized phase plates, 
optimized beam repointings, and tuned pulse shapes for the 
polar, midlatitude, and equatorial rings. Maintaining a high 
level of shell and shock-front uniformity is found to be critical 
to obtaining substantial gains. Further simulations are under 
investigation to test the robustness of this design by including 
the effects of mispointing, power imbalance, and short-wave-
length perturbations.
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Introduction
Tungsten carbide (WC) hard metals exhibit a unique combina-
tion of hardness and toughness, which makes them desirable 
engineering materials for wear-resistance applications such as 
cutting and milling tools.1 The mixing of the hard and brittle 
WC particles with the more soft and ductile binder produces a 
composite with optimal mechanical properties.2,3

The metallic binder of cemented carbides is usually cobalt; 
however, when the application exposes the material to an acid 
environment, a nickel-based binder is favored for its better cor-
rosion resistance. Another approach for improving corrosion 
resistance is to reduce the amount of binder,4 namely binder-
less carbides. This work focuses on Ni-bonded and binderless 
cemented carbides. All of these materials are nonmagnetic.

The use of tungsten carbide materials in optical systems5 
as either mold masters6 or mirrors7 is the motivation behind 
achieving nanoscale surface roughness from grinding and sub-
sequently polishing. Surface roughness is closely related to the 
wear mechanism of the material. SEM images of the ground 
surfaces exposed the similarities between the wear behavior 
of Ni-bonded and Co-bonded materials, in particular, the for-
mation of a deformed surface layer because of the extrusion 
of the nickel binder between the WC grains, as described for 
Co-bonded3,8 materials. Previous studies by others show that 
although the tungsten carbide wear mechanism involves brittle 
fracture, fatigue, and plastic deformation, it is dominated by the 
extrusion of the soft binder between WC grains.1,8–10 Redepos-
ited binder and WC debris cover the ground surface, forming 
a deformed layer11 that is also known as subsurface damage, 
which masks the true surface roughness induced by grinding. 
In a recent study, the deformed layer depth was reported to be 
near 1.5 nm for ground WC-10 wt% Co composites (20-nm 
grains) with a 91-nm (approximately 34-nm nominal abrasive 
size) diamond wheel.11 Because of the inhomogeneity of the 
composite carbide grains and the diamond distribution on the 
grinding wheel, however, the amount of damaged material 
that needed to be removed during the subsequent polishing 
stage could not be determined. Therefore, a more determinis-

A Magnetorheological-Polishing-Based Approach for Studying 
Precision Microground Surfaces of Tungsten Carbides

tic technique is needed to measure the deformed layer depth 
after grinding.

The goal of this work is a better understanding of the cor-
relation between the response of tungsten carbide hard metals 
to microgrinding and nanopolishing with the resulting surface 
microroughness. In recent work done by Randi et al.,12 it was 
demonstrated that magnetorheological finishing (MRF) can 
be used to determine subsurface damage depth for optical 
crystals and glasses. Because both Ni-bonded and the binder-
less cemented carbides are nonmagnetic, they are excellent 
candidates for MRF. In this study, we demonstrate that MRF 
spots can be placed on ground nonmagnetic tungsten carbides 
and that the spots can be used to evaluate the depth of the 
damaged layer. We focus on five nonmagnetic WC materials, 
which include four WC-Ni composites with variations in nickel 
binder content and one binderless sample, all with different 
grain sizes.

Experimental Procedures
1. Tungsten Carbide 

Five commercial nonmagnetic WC samples were used 
for this study. The materials are commercially designated as 
BC12N,13 K801,14 M45,15 M10,15 and Cerbide.16 They were 
selected on the basis of their nickel content and grain size as 
well as their mechanical properties. The WC grain sizes varied 
from 0.2 nm to 7 nm, and the nickel binder concentration var-
ied from none (in the binderless carbide) to 12.5 wt%. Hardness 
measurements were obtained on all materials using a Tukon 
micro-indenter equipped with a Vickers diamond indenter and 
a microscope (50# objective), averaging the diagonals of five 
random indents on the surface with a load of 1 kg and a dura-
tion of 15 s. The applied load was enough to produce radial 
cracks17 at the corners of the indentations in M10 and Cerbide. 
These two materials have a low ductility index (DI)18 (Kc/Hv)

2, 
where Kc is the fracture toughness (kg/mm2 m0.5) and Hv is 
the Vickers hardness (kg/mm2). Fracture-toughness values 
were calculated from the observed cracks using the Evans 
correlation.19 The Laugier correlation20 for WC material (Hv 
≥ 10,000 MPa) was applied to calculate the fracture toughness 
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for the other three materials, which did not exhibit cracking 
under 1-kg loads. Relevant microstructural, mechanical, and 
physical properties are listed in Table 105.IV, ranked according 
to decreasing value of the ductility index.

2. Grinding Experiments
The grinding experiments were performed on the OptiPro 

SX50 platform,21 a deterministic computer numerical con-
trol (CNC) ultraprecision grinding machine. The SX50 is 
capable of generating rotationally symmetric spherical and 
flat surfaces. For all our grinding experiments, a contour-tool 
grinding configuration for flat surfaces was used (Fig. 105.55) 
with three different diamond tools, rough, medium, and fine 
(40-nm, 10- to 20-nm, 2- to 4-nm grit size, respectively). Both 
the rough and medium tools were made of a bronze matrix 
while the fine tool matrix was resin. To avoid taking the part 
off the machine between operations, the tools were trued and 
dressed in advance using Al2O3 dressing sticks that were 320 or 
800 grit (29- to 32-nm and 9- to 12-nm grit size, respectively). 
Table 105.V lists the grinding conditions used where Xt is the 
wheel speed, and Xw is the spindle speed.

Each workpiece was glued on a steel base with hot wax 
and then placed in the grinding machine parallel to the tool 
axis of rotation. Water–oil emulsion coolant (Opticut solution 
5%, 9–10 pH)22 was delivered to the interface between the 
workpiece and tool to avoid burn out and thermal damage. The 
grinding was done with two passes for each tool; i.e., the total 
material removed depth of cut per tool was 200, 40, and 10 nm 
(rough, medium, and fine tools, respectively). For example, the 

Table 105.IV:  Material microstructural and mechanical properties.(a)

Material ID Dimensions
(mm) per
number of
samples

Grain size
(nm)

Ni wt% Hardness 
Rockwell

A

Young’s
modulus E

(GPa)(c)

Vickers
hardness Hv

(GPa)(e)

Fracture
toughness

Kc
(MPa m)

Ductility
index DI
K Hc v

2
` j

(nm)

 BC12N13 30 # 26/2 1.0 12 87.5–89.0 (614)(d) 12.01±0.13 12.98(g) 1.17

 K80114 40 U/3 7.0 6.3 90.7 618 13.71±0.17 10.15(g) 0.55

 M4515 30.01 U/3 0.6–1.3 12.5(b) 89.5 500 14.78±0.17 8.06(g) 0.30

 M1015 30.01 U/3 0.2–0.6 9.5(b) 92.5 510 18.54±0.2 6.35±0.10(e),(f) 0.12

 Cerbide16 56 # 32/2 0.4 None 95.5 620 24.72±0.61 5.75±0.04(e),(f) 0.05

(a)Catalog values, unless specified otherwise. (b)Approximate values from EDS measurements. (c)Converted from PSI. (d)Estimated value. 
(e)Average of five Vickers indentations at 1 kgf. (f)Evans.19 (g)Calculated values by using Laugier’s20,32,33 correlation Kc = 2.15 # 106 (E/Hv)

0.6 
(1 + 0.012 E/Hv)

0.6 Hv
.1 5-  for WC-Co composites containing a ductile (i.e., binder) phase, where E is the Young’s modulus in units of MPa 

and Hv is the Vickers hardness in units of MPa for Hv ≥ 10,000 MPa.

Z Tool axes
of motion

Y

X
Xw

Xt

G7099JRC

Figure 105.55
Schematics of the contour-grinding configuration adapted from Ref. 30.

fine grinding was done only after the part had gone through 
two-pass cycles with the rough and mediums tools. Finally, the 
workpieces were cleaned using acetone. 

3. Investigation of the Deformed Layer
a.  Etching of ground surface. After the materials were 

ground, a small area on the processed surface was etched 
to remove the deformed nickel binder. The etching solution 
contained 15-ml deionized water, 15-ml glacial acetic acid, 
60-ml hydrochloric acid/32%, and 15-ml nitric acid/65%.11 
Each surface was etched for 3 min, then rinsed with water, and 
finally cleaned with acetone. 
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b.  Processed surface spotting. Magnetorheological finish-
ing (MRF)23,24 is a commercial polishing process for the 
manufacturing of precision optics. It was used in our experi-
ment to measure the depth of the deformed layer from grind-
ing and the quality of the subsurface subsequently exposed. 
Specifically, we used a MRF research platform called the 
spot-taking machine,25 which polishes spots onto the surface 
of a nonrotating part by lowering the part surface into contact 
with a rotating magnetic fluid ribbon under CNC control. The 
material removal rate is determined from the amount of mate-
rial removed, i.e., ratio of spot volume, divided by the spotting 
time. The MRF fluid used in this work consisted of an aqueous 
mixture of nonmagnetic nanodiamond26 abrasives, magnetic 
carbonyl iron, water, and stabilizers. Machine parameters 
such as the magnetic field strength (~2–3 kG), wheel speed 
(250 rpm), pump speed (125 rpm), ribbon height (1.6 mm), and 
depth of the part penetrating into the ribbon (0.3 mm) were 
kept constant and the spotting time was varied. Spotting was 
done on unetched regions of rough-ground, medium-ground, 
and fine-ground surfaces of each material. Multiple spots with 
time durations of 3, 6, 12, 18, and 40 min were taken on subsets 
of the generated surfaces as described in Subsurface Damage 
Evaluation from the Spotting Experiment (p. 56).

4. Microscopy of Processed Surfaces
Surfaces were studied using a white-light interferometer, 

scanning electron microscope (SEM), contact profilometer, and 
atomic force microscope (AFM). Before analyzing the surfaces, 
the samples were ultrasonically cleaned in acetone and then 
rinsed with alcohol; surfaces were dried using a nitrogen gun 
after ultrasonication and after rinsing. 

Metrology was conducted as follows:

 • Average microroughness data [peak-to-valley (p–v), and root 
mean square (rms)] were obtained with a Zygo NewView 
5000 noncontacting white-light interferometer27 over 

five 350-nm by 250-nm areas randomly distributed 
across ground and unetched areas. This instrument has 
a lateral resolution of ~1 nm and a vertical resolution of 
~0.3 nm. Data were similarly obtained inside MRF spots; 
see details in Subsurface Damage Evaluation from the 
Spotting Experiment (p. 56).

 • The morphologies of the processed surfaces after grinding, 
etching, and MRF were analyzed using a LEO 982 FE SEM 
equipped with a secondary electron detector, a backscatter 
detector, and also an energy dispersive x-ray spectroscopy 
detector (EDS). The preferred imaging configuration was 
a mix signal of the in-lens and in-chamber secondary 
electron detectors. The EDS x-ray detector was used to 
approximate Ni content for WC samples M10 and M45.

 • The Taylor Hobson TalySurf 2 PGI stylus profilometer28 was 
used to perform 3-D scans of the MRF spots, which were 
then used to extract the spot physical dimensions, i.e., spot 
volume, peak removal depth, and spot profile. The stylus tip 
is a cone with a 60° angle and a 2-nm spherical tip radius of 
curvature. The instrument has a 12-nm vertical resolution.

 • Additional surface scans for selected spots were taken on the 
Digital Instruments/Veeco Metrology Dimension 3100S-1 
AFM29 over three 10- # 10-nm2 areas randomly distrib-
uted across areas in spots where the deepest point of fluid 
penetration (ddp) occurred, as discussed below. This instru-
ment has a vertical noise resolution of less than 0.5 Å.

Experimental Results 
1. Surface Roughness and Surface Morphology 
 from Grinding

Surface-roughness data for all materials after each grind-
ing stage were taken using the white-light interferometer. 
Results are reported in Table 105.VI for all surfaces in their 
as-ground state. 

Table 105.V:  Contour grinding conditions used on the OptiPro SX50 in a single pass.(a)

Tool grit size
(nm)

Depth of cut
(nm)

In-feed
(Z-axis)

(mm/min)

Duration
of single
pass (s)

Cross feed
(X-axis)

(mm/min)

Duration of
single pass

(min)

40(b) 100 0.5 12 1.0 30–40

10–20(b) 20 0.5 2.4 1.0 30–40

2–4(c) 5 0.5 0.6 5.0 6–8

(a)The following parameters remained constant: wheel speed, Xt = 6800 rpm and work spindle speed, Xw = 100 rpm. 
(b)Bronze-bonded, 75 diamond concentration. (c)Resin-bonded, 75 diamond concentration.
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The data given in Table 105.VI show the expected result of 
smoothing with decreasing diamond abrasive size. The p–v 
surface roughness varied from ~3280 nm (BC12N) to ~5820 nm 
(M10) with the coarse tool, from ~550 nm (K801) to ~3850 nm 
(M10) with the medium tool, and from ~53 nm (M45) to ~86 nm 
(BC12N) with the fine tool. The smoothest surface after fine 
grinding was ~7-nm rms (M45).

After the samples were ground with the fine resin tool (2- to 
4-nm grit size), a “mirror quality” surface finish was achieved, 
as shown in Fig. 105.56. Surface roughness measurements were 
below 100 nm p–v and below 13-nm rms for all materials, as 
seen in Fig. 105.57. All surfaces had some degree of midspatial 
frequency artifacts (i.e., cutter marks), however, with a bet-
ter surface for the circular-shaped parts over the rectangular 
ones because of the interrupted cut during part rotation. All 
the grinding tools showed some degree of material accretion 
from the workpiece. 

Table 105.VI:  Tungsten carbide surface roughness under contour grinding conditions using rough, medium, and fine 
tools. Measurements were taken on the white-light interferometer.

BC12N K801 M45 M10 Cerbide

Rough tool (40-nm grit size)

p–v (nm) 3280±194 3802±289 3915±371 5823±975 3857±326

rms (nm) 154±19 151±30 286±113 695±289 242±67

Medium tool (10- to 20-nm grit size)

p–v (nm) 2372±59 552±136 1915±175 3854±265 3322±153

rms (nm) 72±4 27±4 65±11 195±14 142±9

Fine tool (2- to 4-nm grit size)

p–v (nm) 86±13 84±10 53±7 67±9 69±8

rms (nm) 13±3 12±3 7±1 12±2 10±1

G7100JRC

Cerbide BC12N M10 M45 K801

Figure 105.56
Optical image of the “mirror-like” fine-ground WC material after 
fine grinding (2- to 4-nm grit size). Surface-roughness measure-
ments were below 100-nm p–v and below 13-nm rms.
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Figure 105.57
Surface roughness of fine-ground surfaces (2- to 4-nm grit size) versus WC 
material type. The error bars represent the standard deviation of five areal 
measurements.
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SEM images illustrated that the topography of the ground 
surfaces, from rough to fine, were in agreement with the 
surface-roughness measurements. Figure 105.58 gives the 
typical morphology of rough-ground surfaces (rough tool, 
40-nm grit size). Fragmented WC particles and plastically 
deformed material (arrows 1 and 2) are observed on the ground 
surfaces, forming a deformed surface layer, as described by 
Hegeman et al.11 Material K801, with an average grain size of 
7 nm (the coarsest of all materials studied, see Table 105.IV), 
showed some pullout of individual grains. Figure 105.58(a) 
shows that the deformed layer is absent in regions of grain 
pullout11 (arrow 3). We observed different morphologies of 
the deformed layer for the different materials. The deformed 
layer appears smoother for materials with a submicron grain 
size (0.2 to 0.6 nm) [Fig. 105.58(c) and 105.58(d)]. The plastic 
deformation of the binderless material is similar to that for the 
Ni-bonded materials, i.e., fragmented and plastically deformed 
WC grains (arrows 1 and 2, respectively), suggesting that 
only small amounts of the binder are present in the deformed 
surfaces, compared to the bulk material, as observed by Yin 
et al.5 and Hegeman et al.11 Therefore, the deformed surfaces 
mostly consist of plastically deformed WC grains. 

Figure 105.59 shows SEM images of the fine-ground sur-
faces that reveal the material microstructure, i.e., the carbide 
grains and the nickel binder. Fragmented traces of the WC 
grains are visible inside “pockets” between grains (arrow 1). 
Traces from single diamond scratches and tool marks30 can 
be seen at arrow 2.

All ground surfaces were etched in small regions to remove 
the nickel binder, exposing the subsurface of the deformed 
layer. In some areas on the surface the plastically deformed 
material, as well as WC debris, was removed, leaving small 
etching pits. The etching procedure also removed bronze and 
resin tool residue from the surface. Figure 105.60 shows a 
SEM image of a typical etching pit in a fine-ground surface, 
which exposed the subsurface of the ground surface. It can 
be clearly observed that almost all the nickel binder between 
grains was removed along with fragmented WC particles that 
were embedded. High-magnification images of the etched 
pits [Fig. 105.61(a)] showed subsurface damage in the form of 
cracked grains after rough grinding (40 nm). Figures 105.61(b) 
and 105.61(c), for both medium and fine tools (10- to 20-nm, 
and 2- to 4-nm grit size, respectively), reveal no evidence of 
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Figure 105.58
SEM images of typical rough-ground surfaces 
(40-nm grit size). Average grain sizes are (see 
Table 105.IV) (a) K801, 6.3 wt% Ni, 7 nm; 
(b) M45, 12.5 wt% Ni, 0.6–1.3 nm; (c) M10, 
9.5 wt% Ni, 0.2–0.6 nm; and (d) Cerbide, 
0.4 nm. Arrows represent (1) fragmented 
WC, (2) plastically deformed WC, and (3) the 
pullout of an individual grain.
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fractured WC grains, suggesting that the wear mechanism is 
controlled by plastic flow. The Cerbide ground surface was not 
affected by the etching, as expected. 

2. Subsurface Damage Evaluation 
 from the Spotting Experiment

MRF spots of various durations were taken on all rough-
ground surfaces and 6-min spots were taken on both fine- and 
medium-ground surfaces. Figure 105.62 shows a typical 3-D 
map of a polished MRF spot indicating the spot leading edge 
(MRF fluid ribbon entrance/penetration point into the mate-
rial), spot ddp (deepest point of MRF fluid penetration), and 
spot trailing edge (point of the fluid leaving the part) using 
the profilometer. From analyzing the 3-D scans, we were able 
to extract spot profiles, which were then used to identify the 

G7104JR 2 nm

Figure 105.60
SEM images of a typical etched pit in a fine-ground (2- to 4-nm grit size) WC 
surface, K801, 6 wt% Ni, 7-nm grain size (see Table 105.IV).
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Figure 105.61
High-magnification SEM images of etching pits in ground WC composites showing the (a) rough, (b) medium, and (c) fine ground. The arrows in (a) point at 
cracks in the carbide phase. The materials are (see Table 105.IV) (a) BC12N, 12 wt% Ni, 1-nm grain size and (b) and (c) K801, 6 wt% Ni, 7-nm grain size.

Figure 105.59
SEM images of fine-ground WC surfaces (2- to 4-nm grit size). (a) BC12N, 
12 wt% Ni, 1-nm grain size and (b) K801, 6 wt% Ni, 7-nm grain size (see 
Table 105.IV). Arrows represent (1) “pockets” between grains and (2) single 
diamond scratches/tool marks.
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Figure 105.62
3-D image of an MRF spot taken with a Taylor Hobson TalySurf profilometer 
on WC M10 for 6 min. Arrows indicate the spot leading edge (MRF fluid 
ribbon entrance/penetration point into the material), spot ddp (deepest point 
of MRF fluid penetration), spot trailing edge (were the MRF fluid leaves the 
material), and fluid flow direction. The white rectangle within the ddp region 
represents one of the five sites over which surface roughness was measured 
using white-light interferometry.

ddp. The spot volume and maximum depth ddp are listed in 
Table 105.VII. These spot profiles were not similar to profiles 
typically observed for other optical glasses and crystals.25

After the location of the spot ddp was identified, surface-
roughness measurements at five random locations within the 
ddp region were taken with the white-light interferometer. 
Results are given in Table 105.VII. To investigate the amount of 
material needed to be removed by the MRF spot (i.e., the depth 
of the deformed layer from the grinding cycles), we plotted the 
evolution of the surface roughness with the maximum amount 
of material removed (see Fig. 105.63). It was observed that the 
initial surface roughness is removed for BC12N, K801, M45, 
and Cerbide when the MRF penetrates past 2.1 to 2.6 nm of the 
deformed layer thickness. However, surface roughness eventu-
ally increased with increasing MRF material removal. A mono-
tonic decrease in surface roughness with increasing material 
removal was noted for M10. SEM images taken within the ddp 
region of the optimal spot (i.e., least roughness) confirmed that 
the deformed layer induced by grinding is completely removed 
by the MRF process (see Fig. 105.64). It should be emphasized 
that the clean surfaces shown in Fig. 105.64 are due entirely to 
the MRF process, without any pre- or post-etching.
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Figure 105.63
Evaluation of surface roughness, p–v (nm) semilog, versus MRF spot mate-
rial removed (nm). The starting condition is the rough-ground surface (p–v 
roughness in the range of 3.3 to 5.8 nm). After removing 2 to 3 nm of material 
from the surface, the p–v roughness decreases to 180–310 nm.

Table 105.VII also demonstrates the influence of the initial 
surface roughness on the surface response inside MRF spots. 
For initial rough-ground surfaces, surface roughness improved 
after MRF penetrated 2.1 to 2.6 nm past the deformed layer 
for BC12N, K801, M45, and Cerbide and 4.4 nm for M10. The 
p–v surface roughness varied from ~185 nm (M45) to ~303 nm 
(Cerbide). For initial fine-ground surfaces, the p–v surface 
roughness varied from ~29 nm (Cerbide) to ~86 nm (BC12N). 
The smoothest surface for the initial fine-grinding surface 
conditions was ~3.4-nm rms (Cerbide). We also observed an 
increase in surface roughness inside MRF spots for materials 
with a higher ductility index, however, after 1 to 1.8 nm was 
removed (by the MRF spot).

3. MRF Surface Evolution with Increasing Depth Removed
Further study of the surface after MRF polishing was done 

for rough-ground K801 with an ~3802-nm initial p–v surface 
roughness [see Fig. 105.65(a)] where additional MRF spots at 
varying depths of MRF removal were taken. Figure 105.65 
shows that after 1.8 nm of material is removed by the MRF 
spot, the deformed layer induced is not completely removed 
[see Fig. 105.65(b)], in agreement with the surface-roughness 
values. With a longer MRF spotting time, a total of 2.4-nm of 
material was removed [see Fig. 105.65(c)], an amount sufficient 
to expose the undisturbed subsurface. However, additional 
material removal slightly increases the surface roughness. 
Similar behavior is observed by monitoring the evolution of 
the rms surface roughness.
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Table 105.VII:  Summary results of the spotting experiments. Surface-roughness measurements were taken at five random locations 
within a spot ddp with the white-light interferometer. The maximum spot depth and volume removed were extracted 
from the profilometer 3-D scans.

Spot time 
(min)

BC12N K801 M45 M10 Cerbide

Initial surface conditions: rough ground

3 p–v (nm) 505±37 1106±143 399±52 657±216 146±17

rms (nm) 43±5 46±5 47±5 83±16 25±5

Depth (nm) 1.3±0.08 1.8±0.01 1.9±0.08 3.4±0.28 1.5±0.03

Vol. (mm3) 0.01±0.0 0.01±0.0 0.01±0.0 0.02±0.01 0.01±0.0

6 p–v (nm) 204±10 248±24 185±26 312±20 303±20

rms (nm) 35±2 39±5 31±11 61±6 55±11

Depth (nm) 2.1±0.01 2.4±0.03 2.6±0.05 4.4±0.21 2.3±0.12

Vol. (mm3) 0.02±0.0 0.02±0.0 0.02±0.0 0.03±0.01 0.03±0.0

12 p–v (nm) — 287±31 — — —

rms (nm) — 43±10 — — —

Depth (nm) — 3.2±0.07 — — —

Vol. (mm3) — 0.03±0.0 — — —

18 p–v (nm) 212±51 276±60 240±32 205±50 383±56

rms (nm) 33±5 45±12 40±11 39±10 63±14

Depth (nm) 3.1±0.08 4.0±0.09 3.4±0.31 6.4±0.06 4.6±0.13

Vol. (mm3) 0.02±0.0 0.04±0.0 0.03±0.0 0.06±0.01 0.04±0.0

40 p–v (nm) — 395±134 — — —

rms (nm) — 53±9 — — —

Depth (nm) — 8±0.13 — — —

Vol. (mm3) — 0.08±0.0 — — —

Initial surface conditions: medium ground

6 p–v (nm) 215±5 456±33 107±13 113±21 114±20

rms (nm) 35±2 27±5 16±1 19±2 20±3

Depth (nm) 1.8±0.05 1.5±0.03 1±0.04 1.9±0.10 1.5±0.06

Vol. (mm3) 0.02±0.0 0.02±0.0 0.01±0.0 0.02 ±0.0 0.02±0.0

Initial surface conditions: fine ground

6 p–v (nm) 202±39 185±23 151±26 80±15 29±2

rms (nm) 27±5 26±4 22±6 9±3 3±0.3

Depth (nm) 1.9±0.03 2.2±0.05 1.6±0.03 1.7 ±0.02 1±0.06

Vol. (mm3) 0.02±0.0 0.02±0.0 0.01±0.0 0.02 ±0.0 0.01±0.0
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Pores Figure 105.64
SEM images of WC-Ni composites polished 
for 6 min with MRF fluid containing nano-
diamond abrasives. The average grain sizes 
are (see Table 105.IV) (a) BC12N, 12 wt% Ni, 
1 nm; (b) K801, 6.3 wt% Ni, 7 nm; (c) M45, 
12.5 wt% Ni, 0.6–1.3 nm; (d) M10, 9.5 wt% Ni, 
0.3–0.6 nm; and (e) Cerbide, 0.4 nm.

Figure 105.65
Surface roughness in the MRF spots, p–v (nm), 
versus MRF spot material removal in microns 
for rough-ground K801. Each data point repre-
sents a spot time of as rough ground, 3, 6, 12, 18, 
and 40 min. The SEM images correspond to the 
(a) initial ground surface and (b) 1.8-, (c) 2.4-, 
and (d) 8-nm material removed (within the spot 
ddp region). The error bars represent the standard 
deviation of five areal measurements.
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Discussion
The results from the grinding experiments indicate no cor-

relation between grinding-induced surface roughness and the 
materials’ microstructure, i.e., Ni wt% or grain size, for all 
grinding conditions, as also observed by Yin et al.5 In addi-
tion, surface roughness did not correlate well to the materials’ 
hardness. As observed in the case of optical glasses under 
deterministic microgrinding conditions,18 surface roughness 
correlates with the ductility index (Kc/Hv)

2 (units of length) for 
both grinding and MRF processes conditions. Figure 105.66 
shows that surface roughness values increased with increas-
ing ductility index value. The true surface roughness is not 
well characterized as a result of heavily deformed material, 
fragmented WC, and tool residue over the ground surface.
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Figure 105.66
Surface-roughness measurements versus the materials’ ductility index

c vK H 2_ i . Data are for surfaces that were fine ground (correlation with 
ductility index has R2 = 0.47) or fine ground and subsequently MRF spotted 
(correlation with ductility index has R2 = 0.70).

Etching of the ground surface exposed some of the subsur-
face damage below the ground surface. SEM high-magnifica-
tion images in the etching pits exposed cracks in WC grains 
of rough-ground surfaces, whereas for the medium- and fine-
ground surfaces, removal was found to be within the ductile/
plastic regime (see Fig. 105.61).

MRF spots are useful for analyzing both the material micro-
structure as well as for measuring the depth of the deformed 
surface layer from grinding. By removing an optimal amount 
of material (proportional to the initial p–v roughness in the 
rough-ground surfaces), the surface roughness is significantly 
reduced. However, additional material removal (beyond the 
optimal amount) resulted in a slight increase in surface rough-
ness for materials with a high ductility index value. These 
results suggest that to completely remove the deformed surface 

layer after rough grinding (~40-nm grit size), an amount of 
material equivalent in depth to the initial p–v surface rough-
ness that needs to be polished/removed. For the materials 
tested, removing the initial p–v surface roughness values was 
sufficient to completely eliminate the damaged/deformed 
surface layer with the exception of WC M10, which showed a 
monotonic decrease of roughness with the amount of material 
removed. The increase in surface roughness for the Cerbide 
can be explained in Fig. 105.64(e), which clearly shows some 
degree of porosity at the carbide boundaries. 

The effect of the initial surface roughness from grinding 
with rough, medium, or fine tools on the MRF performance 
is shown in Tables 105.VI and 105.VII. Initial ground surface 
conditions, either coarse or fine, had a small effect on the 
resulting surface roughness inside the MRF spot for materials 
with a high ductility index. The p–v and rms surface roughness 
improved with a decreasing ductility index for initial fine-grind 
conditions. However, we found that MRF spot surface rough-
ness was higher than the initial fine-ground surface, e.g., from 
~86 nm (BC12N) after fine grinding to ~202 nm (BC12N) 
following MRF removal in the range of 1 to 2.2 nm. 

Further investigation of surface response inside a MRF spot 
for materials with a high ductility index was done to investigate 
the eventual slight increase of roughness with the amount of 
material removed. Figure 105.65 suggests that additional spot 
time promotes preferential polishing of the nickel binder, which 
resulted in increasing surface-roughness values. The effect of 
preferential polishing on surface roughness is also known as 
grain decoration.31 A selective AFM scan demonstrates pref-
erential polishing/grain decoration on the resulting surface 
roughness inside the MRF spot. Figure 105.67(a) shows AFM 
scans from the ddp in K801 (7-nm average grain size) after an 
optimal 2.4-nm amounts of material have been recovered (pit 
depth in the range of 9 to 12 nm), while Fig. 105.67(b) shows the 
development of preferential grain decoration when an excessive 
amount (8 nm) has been removed (pit depth in the range of 27 
to 61 nm). These features show that MRF spot-derived mate-
rial removal can be optimized to remove the damaged layer at 
the surface without acceleration grain decoration. Excessive 
amounts of MRF removal may lead to grain decoration in 
a material with a higher ductility index. On the other hand, 
materials with a lower ductility index like M10 may show a 
monotonic reduction to surface roughness with the amount of 
material removed by MRF. This represents true polishing of 
this material, a desired outcome for the manufacture of mold 
masters or other optics from WC.
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Figure 105.67
AFM surface profiles from the ddp region of a MRF spot taken on K801 
(average grain size 7 nm). (a) 2.4 nm and (b) 8 nm were removed. The initial 
surfaces were rough ground and had a p–v surface roughness of 3.8 nm. The 
double arrows represent the vertical distance between markers and the scale 
bar represents the average grain size.

Conclusions
We have studied the response of five nonmagnetic WC com-

posites to deterministic microgrinding. Grinding experiments 
showed that grinding-induced surface roughness decreased with 
decreasing diamond abrasive size. Microgrinding with a rough 
tool (40-nm grit size) involved fracture, leading to a p–v surface 
roughness in the range of 3.2 to 5.8 nm (150- to 700-nm rms). 
Microgrinding with medium and fine tools (10- to 20-nm and 
2- to 4-nm grit size, respectively) was controlled by plastic flow. 
The medium tool led to p–v surface roughness values in the 
range of 0.5 to 3.8 nm (27- to 200-nm rms), whereas the fine 
tool resulted in surface p–v values in the range of 53 to 86 nm 
(7- to 13-nm rms). The true grinding-induced surface roughness 
was concealed by the deformed layer on the ground surface.

We have demonstrated that a MRF spot can be placed on 
ground surfaces of tungsten carbide and that the spot can be 
used to evaluate the depth of the surface deformed layer. For 
the rough and medium tools, the deformed layer is in the range 
1.5- to 2.7-nm. The surface roughness of MRF spot at the 
deepest point of penetration can be used as a guide for estab-

lishing the optimal amount of material to be removed by MRF. 
Optimal MRF removal indeed removes the deformed surface 
layer caused by grinding. Excessive MRF removal may lead 
to preferential polishing and removal of the binder phase, also 
known as grain decoration. By utilizing both surface-roughness 
measurements and SEM imaging at the spot ddp, we were able 
to estimate the depth of the deformed layer. Thus, we showed 
that the depth of the deformed layer can be estimated in two 
ways. An optical profilometer-based measurement of the p–v 
surface microroughness of the ground surface provides an 
upper bound to the deformed layer thickness. This is a desir-
able estimate given the noncontact nature of this metrology 
technique. On the other hand, the MRF spot can also be used 
to reveal the depth of the deformed layer while reducing the 
surface roughness.
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